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Foreword

I
Eighteen strangers,
humid days of Summer 1992.

we came together during

the hot,

We met, laughed, cried, learned,

taught, and wrote, and wrote, and wrote, and wrote, and wrote.
Between June 29 and July 30, as participants in the fifth
I

i

l !

annual

JSU

Writing

Project

Summer

Institute,

we

enthusiasm, friendship, inspiration, and rejuvenation.

found
From

those five weeks emerged a sense of love for our profession

Ii

and respect for our colleagues.
Eighteen friends, we said good-bye, having shared a part
of ourselves with each other and those who will read this
anthology.
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DEMONSTRATION

SUMMARIES

Writing Dialogue the Natural Way
The objective of th.is act.iv.tty is to make dialogue
writing easy and fun.
Students are grouped, receiving
situations in which one partner is a reporter, the other a
personality with which students identify.
They conduct and
participate in an interview by writing notes (similar to those
we usually discourage).
Names and vivid verbs are added in
the first revision; then punctuation is added in a last
revision. Students role play their interview. This activity
reinforces interviewing skills, synonym usage, process writing
and punctuation of dialogue.
Patricia Bates
Writing Autobiographies
Writing autobiographies provides multiple activities for
students to sharpen their skills in writing poetry and essays.
The project also causes students to improve their interviewing
skills. They increase their ability to edit their own writing
and that of their peers as they work in response groups.
Learning to write creatively while adhering to strict
guidelines is an added benefit of writing autobiographies.
The students become more aware of writing for an audience
during
the
autobiography-writing
project.
And
very
importantly, they enjoy writing.
Willie Charley
The Importance of Imagery in Poetry
This lesson explains imagery and introduces the poetry
unit.
We began by going over the senses and the meaning of
imagery. Then, we read "Snake" by D.H. Lawrence and discussed
the imagery in it. Next, everyone drew a topic out of the hat
and wrote a descriptive paragraph about it, making sure to
include as much imagery as possible.
Volunteers read their
paragraphs, and then the other fellows tried to guess the
reader's topic. We discussed two more poems: "The Lake Isle
of Innisfree" and "Meeting of Night." The writers then wrote
a poem containing as many images as possible.
Each person
swapped poems with a partner and underlined or circled all of
the imagery they found.
Partners gave back poem, then
volunteers read their poems aloud.
Cristy Colvin
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Thematic Teaching of the Fish
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This lesson demonstrated how language arts can be
extended into other content areas using a common theme.
We
began by the reading of the poem "Read to Me," 'rhen, several
people told fishing yarns.
Using the book Swimmy by Leo
Lionni, we problem solved and wrote a prediction.
Everyone
drew pictures dealing with the story and wrote sentences under
them.
Groups were assigned.
Members shared their pictures
and voted on one to be shared in the author's chair.
The
group leaders shared their pictures in the author's chair. We
made paper fish and named them. The class voted on the name
of the class fish. Finally, we role played how it felt to be
eaten by a big fish and wrote about it.
Lisa Emigh

Finding Sources for Writing
through
Oral History Interviews
Students often claim their source pool for writing ideas
has run dry.
To replenish their resevoir, students can tap
resources which are near at hand and often overlooked.
Interviewing family members renews students' confidence in
their ability to find suitable and interesting topics for
composition.
'rhe procedure is simple.
First, students
brainstorm potential interview questions and generate a list
which will solicit specific information and narrative. Armed
with their personal lists and with the tape recorder running,
students then interview a grandparent ( or an acceptable
substitute) . 'l'he minimum length of interview time should be
30 minutes; it often takes half of that time for both parties
to feel comfortable with the process. Once the interview is
completed, students may be assigned any number of writing
pieces based on the information obtained.
My favorite
assignment is to have students write a fictionalized short
story based loosely on a family story or a family member
discovered through the interview.
In addition to providing
students their unique idea bank, oral history interviews have
the added appeal of fostering intergenerational dialogue and
of encouraging family members to be a part of a child's
educational experience. Seldom does the student lack an eager
audience for a piece
writing based on this activity.
Grace Hobbs

of
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Creative Writing in the Classroom
The students demonstrate the creative thinking process
through creative writing. First, the students complete a
creative thinking exercise aloud. Second, students and
teacher discuss background information. Third, the teacher
demonstrates a creative writing activity from beginning to
end. Fourth, he shows explanations of creative writing
activities and ideas.
Fifth, given a packet, students
follow directions and complete a creative writing activity.
Sixth, students exchange packets and create a different
activity or idea.
Seventh, they share creative stories and
ideas. Last, the teacher publishes and displays students'
work.
Cindy Johnson
Open Court
The primary emphasis in a writing program should be
lots of "real" writing, and the secondary emphasis should be
on learning about writing. Open Court is a system based on
self-checking and evaluating one's own work. The process of
workshop, seminar, and publishing is an ongoing means of
communicating thoughts on paper.
Ann Lett

Walt Whitman+ Alabama= Writing
This lesson is designed to create student interest in
an author, not usually liked, by associating that author
with someone or something students do like or to which they
relate. The Walt Whitman poem "I Hear America Singing" is
paired with the Alabama song "40-Hour Week". The students
learn about the literary device of cataloguing. They
practice listening skills, and they discuss various jobs and
careers. Students then choose from a variety of writing
activities which allow for individual differences in ability
or interest. The lesson could be easily modified for any
grade-level.
Laura Lockette

I
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Letter Writing
Personal letter writing is the form of written communication which most closely approximates speech.
It is,
therefore, an effective method to utilize as an initial
writing activity for beginning and reluctant writers.
An
overview of various letter- writing activities was presented.
In addition to personal letters, the format of
business letters was reviewed (specifically the job
application letter). Participants were provided want ads
from newspapers and were asked to write letters of
application.
Marilyn McCoy
Using the Newspaper as a Source
for Creative Writing Ideas
The newspaper can be an invaluable aid for guiding creative
thinking in the classroom.
Students create headlines using
each letter of their name. They cut out their headlines
from other headlines in the newspaper. Students then write
news stories from their headlines, answering the reporter's
questions: who, what, when, where, why, and how. This
lesson reinforces the use of specific details in the
different modes of writing.
Tonya Mitchell
Using Charting as a Prewriting Activity
in the Explication of Poetry

I'
I

Using charts and diagrams is a method of visually
explicating poetry by examining the concrete words that
build images. Using visual diagrams aids the visual learner
and especially the logical, mathematical thinker for whom
poetry may be overwhelming. The objectives of the exercise
are to remove the sacredness sometimes associated with the
printed word, to demonstrate to students the necessity of
multiple readings, and to illustrate to them that they do
possess the knowledge necessary to explicate poetry. With
double-spaced copies of poems, transparencies, and inductive
reasoning, students identify powerful words and discern
links between the words the poet uses. At the lower grade
levels, students become more aware of the importance of each
word. As they progress through the grades, the images
become more complex and abstract, but the linkage between
words is still there,
Finally, students are given a chart

Demonstration Summaries
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to record their information; with this collected data, they
are able to draw conclusions of theme based on specific
information.
Using this method, students then see links
between selected poems, enabling them to do expository
writing about poetry.
Pam Moore
Collaboration in Argumentation
Argumentation should be introduced early in the school
year, and its concepts should be included in student
writing. This demonstration is one of those applications.
Values propositions should be assigned according to age and
interest levels. Teams of three or five flip for the
affirmative or negative of those propositions. Then they
elect captains and assign duties.
Each team comes up with
at least three contentions to support its proposition. Then
team members write support paragraphs, introductions and
conclusions. After transcription, a reader presents the
argument.
A panel of student judges assesses the merit of
each argument and decides on the winner of the argument
based on the principles of logic and reasoning.
Janet L. Smart
Personification Writing
Personification writing is a process that involves
students' becoming inanimate objects,
Students imagine they
are objects such as desks or doors, and then they are given
the ability to think, see, feel, talk, and smell. The
students then describe what their lives are like from the
object's point of view. The activity allows the students to
be very creative in their descriptions.
After writing,
students share their work. The activity promotes creativity
and social skills while teaching the poetic concept of
personification.
Tony Snider
Narrowing the Topic of the Library Research Paper
The research paper should be interesting, relevant,
worthy and argumentative and should ask a question that the
thesis statement will answer, The topic should be narrowed
when it 1) covers too many years,
2) is too great in
geographical distance, and 3) has too many parts and
features,
It should be sufficiently narrowed to facilitate

, I
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treatment in the time and space allowed for research.
Narrowing can be accomplished by any of the following
methods: freewriting, subdividing, clustering or the five
W's.
Leroy Sterling
A Language Experience Approach (LEA)
The LEA is a way to teach reading to children without
the use of a basal text. Children learn to write and then
to read their own paragraphs based on an activity that they
experience in class. Children come to realize that their
writings are simply "talk on paper." The goal of the
presentation was to show how reading and writing can be
integrated into other content areas such as social studies
and science. A hands-on activity, popping popcorn in an air
popper, was the experience in which teacher-fellows
participated, They wrote about the steps taken during the
activity, using their senses to add more details. A second
activity involved writing a note to an Indian named Squanto,
thanking him for his contributions to the Pilgrims. These
activities stemmed from a unit study of Native Americans in
a second grade social studies class.
Deb Upchurch
The Lyrics-Poetry Connection
Students can find more appreciation for the power of
poetry and effective use of poetic devices when a connection
is made between the lyrics in music they love and poems.
These lyrics are compared and/or contrasted with actual
poems published in their literature books. Via teacher
modeling and a detailed instruction sheet, this week-long
unit culminates in students' collaboratively presenting one
specific poem and the lyrics to one specific song to the
class. Both poem and song lyrics have been analyzed by
students for speaker, theme, tone, and poetic devices. The
presentation involves a speaking part for each student and
an auditory as well as visual stimulation via a poster that
is displayed in the classroom.
Karen Wilksman
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Wr.iting in Special Education
or
Adult Basic Education
This presentation provides activities such as nonsense
rhyme, cubing, and metaphor medley that integrate reading
and writing. Modeling will help guide students through
these exercises. Teacher-student conferences are used to
evaluate the child's work, to develop methods of expanding
his writing, and to facilitate the child's working
independently.
A teacher can create a positive experience for the
child by asking questions such as:
''Can you read what this
says?," "What do you like about this picture?," etc.
Mildred Woods
Using Journals to Introduce
Writing Techniques
By assigning specific journal entries, a teacher can
introduce writing techniques such as description,
exposition, personal narration, interviewing, etc.
For
example, if a teacher asks students to describe an unusual
person, then the student employs descriptive writing skills
to do so, This introductory journal serves as a storehouse
for later development and saves time in looking for subjects
about which to write. Most of all, this journal serves as a
way for students to reflect on their writing, proofread
their work, and eventually polish their writing.
Ellen Wright

I AM

I

I'

I
I
I
I
I
I

am silly and sentimental.
wonder what kind of adults my children will be.
hear lullabies of yesterday.
see the concerts of tomorrow.
want to slow down the clock.
am silly and sentimental.

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend to enjoy my children's new found freedoms.
feel the years passing quickly by.
touch tiny faces that now are grown.
worry they won't realize their potential.
cry because they are so beautiful.
am silly and sentimental.

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand they must grow up.
say I want them to go.
dream they will be successful.
try to prepare myself for all these things.
hope they know how special they are to me.
am silly and sentimental.
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Ugly Precious Toes

I was five-years-old when the news came.

In seven months

I would finally have a baby brother or sister.
only child
almost as

I

was,

soon as

of course,

elated,

the news came.

As a lonely

Preparations began

Mama,

with all of her

patience, answered many curious, little-girl questions:

"How

long will it be until 'it' gets here?" or "About how big will
it be?"

"Will it have blond hair?"

my birthday?"

"Will it be here before

Mama was never impatient and always answered

those often repeated questions.
My list of questions grew longer, and Mama grew fatter.
I

loved it.

I

had always been fascinated with expectant

women, but this was !!!Y Mama, and it was wonderful!
All summer Mama made maternity clothes, but as the leaves
began to change colors,

so did the sewing tasks,

Now she

began making tiny little gowns and tiny little shirts.

She

even let me help by picking out the colors and trimmings for
the new layette.

I don't really remember Christmas that year,

but I do remember a snow and ice storm that began one day in
early January,
Daddy came home from the steel plant at 3 p.m., and Mama
was packed.

He loaded the car, and we began the longest trip

in history--from Boaz to Gadsden on icy roads.

Granny lived

in East Gadsden, only a few miles from the Holy Name of Jesus
Hospital where the baby was

to

be born.

My parents

had

Bates
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decided to stay with her until the time came for our baby to
be born or the ice and snow melted--whichever came first.
Mother nature and babies sometime team up to confuse
Mama began having false labor,

matters.

and for the next

eleven days we remained in Gadsden.
Early

one

morning

I

remember

Daddy and Mama

I asked and the confirmation

rambling around in the room.
came.

hearing

They were going to the hospital.

It was lunch time the

next day before Daddy came home and announced the birth of his
namesake ...
Ivory Soap commercials on television were responsible for
the image of a baby that popped into my head, but Mama and
Daddy were responsible for the red, blotchy, skinny, yelling
excuse

of

a

baby

that

they

brought

I

home.

know

my

disappointment was obvious because they have always reminded
me how I "snurlled" my nose at him upon that first meeting.
Time passed.

He got better looking in every way except his

ugly little toes.

They looked like peanuts or monkey toes.

It was a family trait on Mama's side to have ugly toes, but
this kid got a double dose.

I, on the other hand, took after

Daddy's sister and got the cute toes.

Sibling rivalry lived

at our house.
Bud,

(shortened

from

"Daddy's

little

Buddy")

and

I

started off our relationship sort of slow, but a vocabulary
and mobility made him a
troublesome.

Though

I

lot more enjoyable and a
was

"only"

helping,

I

lot more

did

have

a

Bates
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tendency to boss him around and he had the required "little
brother" talent of tearing up my stuff--everything from my
baby dolls (that became boxers) to my Barbie dolls (who got
crew cuts and became GI Joes).

I'

We

loved,

played,

and

fought,

but

in

reverse

order.

Somehow, no matter how much we wanted to kill each other, if
either got hurt, the truth would surface.

We truly loved one

another, but we surely wouldn't have admitted it to anyone.
Time passed.
followed

in

the

obligations,

I

got married and began a

same

Jobs,

pursuits.

kids,

He

spouses,

and even some differences of opinion drove a

wedge between us.

Though we only lived five miles apart, we

would go for weeks without talking.
happening

family.

to

the

other,

so

we

Oh, each cared what was

asked

Mother,

passed

our

opinions, and went back to the demands of our separate worlds.
Time continued to pass.
March

22,

1992.

After

a

long

trip

home

from

his

traumatic stay in Baptist Medical Center Montclair, my husband
and I looked forward to life resuming that elusive state of
I
I

I

normalcy.

I picked up the receiver and dialed my parents'

number to announce our return.
known there was a problem.
about

his

"Sissy,

son-in-law's

Dad answered.

I should have

He asked the polite questions

health and

then

cautiously

began,

(a pet name he used only in a crisis now) I need to

tell you something."
I froze.

This phrase never precedes good news.

Bates
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"Bud had an accident at work, but he's okay."
Dear God.

"What kind of accident Daddy?"

Isn't it funny

how we revert to using "Mommy" or "Daddy" when we are really
scared?
"His

feet

were kind of banged up--he stepped

conveyer belt, but he's gonna be okay.

into a

He's in the hospital

in Guntersville .... "
I couldn't wait for the rest.
is it?

I'

"Hospital?

Are you telling me all of the story?"

Daddy, how bad
I began to cry.

Daddy, in that pathetic position of trying to console someone
over the telephone,
injuries.

slowly began to catalogue my brother's

Along with the horror story of how the accident

happened

came

a

sudden

awareness

that

the

injuries

were

serious.

My husband and I left immediately for the hospital.

With no thought to my tear stained face, I proceeded to Bud's
bedside.

Amid

the

tubes

and

needles,

casts

and

bloody

bandages, he looked up at me and informed me that there was no
need for tears.

He was very wrong.

Two days later the medical powers-that-be removed Bud's
heel and one of those ugly, precious toes.

Afterwards, he was

quickly transported to UAB for further treatment:
was present.

infection

The next two weeks consisted of daily trips to

Birmingham, nine more operations, waiting and waiting rooms,
and many more tears.
Amputation.
have to make.

It was presented to us as a choice Bud would

How much would they have to amputate?

No one

Bates
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knew.

It would depend on the extent of the infection.

alternative?

Years

guarantee of success.

of

reconstructive

Constant agony.

no

More needles.

More

Tears by everyone, except him, and

never shed in front of him.
decision.

with

The pain he suffered was comparable to

the last hour of labor before childbirth.
drugs.

surgery,

His

The time came.

He made his

After two weeks of pure hell, the foot and part of

his leg would be amputated.
Amputate is one of those nice words

that the medical

community substitutes for the literal, horrible act.

I knew

they were really saying they were going to cut off his foot,
Daddy and I arrived at UAB at 8 a.m. that morning and we
waited.

We sat and made small talk,

reassured Bud and his

wife that he had made the right decision, (Dear God, how do we
know

he

made

reassurance.

the

right

small

talk,

more

hurt so badly.

In my chest tears welled up, the kind
I

told myself

to

"keep up a

strong

front," but I don't think I listened.

Finally the door opened

and the loaded gurney emerged slowly.

Although I was waiting

for
i

more

At 6:15 p.m. the gurney intruded, and we were

excused from the room.
that

decision?)

those

blue

eyes

that

are

remarkably

like

Daddy's,

I

'

focused instead on four ugly toes peeping out of the bandages
for the last time.
At that point I know silent tears fell.
was

just like him to try to console me.

respect for that man, my brother.

He saw and it
I

have enormous

11
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In a couple of hours, they brought him back to us, not
handicapped--just inconvenienced.

He has more strength and

determination than any person I have ever known.
five plastic toes,

nicely shaped,

not like peanuts,

renewed relationship with his sister.
(Please God, don't let us lose touch again)
I love you, Bud.

He now has
and a

Bates
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Flea Market Face
On the vendor's table lay treasures of old
Brass trinkets, copper bracelets and necklaces of gold.
Dishes from the depression, pink, green and clear
Jim Beam bottles, World's Fair Cokes, and Billy Carter beer.
Every item is interesting, though in varying degrees.
Then suddenly a haunting face appears beside an old ceramic tree.
An old pewter frame surrounds the young gent.
He seems quite stern with piercing grey eyes that squint.
His lips are crowned by a jet black moustache.
His hair parts down the middle, a little long in back.
But why is he here on this table to be sold?
Why not in someone's picture book to support stories of old?
Was his life so brief that the lineage died?
Were there no loved ones to treasure his memory and cry?
Is his appearance on this table just a truth we must face?
Are we to be nameless faces some barterer can't trace?
Will our children sell off heirlooms with no regard to lives or
loves?
How can they dispose of our dishes, portraits, and gloves?
Promise me then, Oh daughters of fate,
These precious photos that we now take
Won't wind up on some flea market display
For someone to purchase and then throw away.
Why is it the frame, metallic and cold,
Is worth so much more than the face it holds?
Let mine, instead, grace the pages of an old attic book
And every now and then be brought out for a look
At those faces who come after me.
And in their eyes I hope to see myself reflected through
eternity.

i
I

I
'

, I
I

'

!i
I Am
I
I
I
I

am weight conscious and I love chocolates,
wonder how pro-choice people plan to face God.
hear light and darkness struggling at dawn.
see Satan sitting in a tenth chair of the United States
Supreme Court.
I want to win just one ten-million-dollar sweepstakes,
I am weight conscious and I love chocolates,

I

I

I,
,I

I
I '

I
I
I
I
I

pretend to fly through the air with my arms,
feel a thought dancing inside my head,
touch eternity on her forehead each morning.
cry-I don't.
am weight conscious and I love chocolates.

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand why we need the four seasons.
say God and I love each other.
dream of Mother and Daddy,
try to do something good for someone every day.
hope to go to the Olympics in Atlanta in 1996,
am weight conscious and I love chocolates,
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Naismith's Foible
Today
!

i
!'

I
j

i

I

rubbed

shoulders--actually

palms--with

greatest of the great.

"How did you feel?" you ask.

No.

No.

I

Important, maybe?

Useless?

No.

can sympathize with children who are

foster

home

or

foster

family

to

the

Elated?

I felt unwanted.
shuttled

from one

Many

another.

of

those

children are abused physically, emotionally, and even verbally
before some well-meaning agency comes and collects them to
send them to another home or family where they meet with much
!

!

i

of the same again,
But my purpose is to tell you about me, not unwanted and
unloved children.

Today,

as I

huddle with a

few friends,

someone's firm, strong palms caress me, gently stroking me and
turning me about to create a bond of camaraderie (so I think).
As I relish the comfort of the gentle stroking of the palm, I
hear a loud shrill noise.

I

I,
I'

I

When

the

noise

subsides,

two

hands

lift

gingerly from the assemblage of my friends.

me

ever

so

They turn me

I

about and finally one hand disappears.
holds me aloft,

The remaining hand

Again I hear the shrill, ear-piercing sound,

Just at that time

I

am tossed into the air as one gently

tosses a cooing infant.

The gentle touches and delicate toss

make me imagine that I must be special and loved.

While I am

enjoying my thought, a palm strikes me with so much force I
fall to the floor.

When I sense some fingers picking me up,

I experience a great feeling of relief.
lived.

That relief is short-
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Those

i

I

palms

which

I

trust

quickly

throw

me

away.

I

1

i

'

I

)

!

i

i

Fortunately,

something wrong with me, for just as quickly as they catch me,
they

iI !,

'fhey must discover

two more palms catch me.

hurl

me

to

the

By

floor.

this

time

I

decide

to

demonstrate that I have taken enough abuse from these hands.
When I strike the parquet floor, I jump as high as I can, only
The jumping and batting continue

to be batted down again.

until the palms tire of the competition with me and fling me
outward and upward with much force.

I

a

I settle into a mesh for

far too brief period of solace.

To my dismay,

through the mesh into another pair of hands.
game begins again.

I

slip

The "hot potato"

First one palm throws me to two more which

in turn pass me to two different palms.

The tossing continues

at such a rapid pace I no longer can keep count of the times
they

toss

me.

Likewise,

I

cannot

always

determine

the

direction they toss me.
I

cannot understand why the first,

firm friendly palm

does not rescue me and take me to some safe haven away from
the abusive hands.

l\midst the helter-skelter and indecision

about who wants me and who does not, I hear the same shrill,
annoying sound.

The witnesses

to my abuse express

their

displeasure by yelling, clapping their hands, and at times,
stomping

their

feet.

Why

do

the

palms

not

heed

their

disapproval and cease to abuse me?
Finally they do.

'rhey place me with my friends again.

At last some peace and quiet return .

I catch my breath and

.nsflect over what ha:.> jHr-rL happened t.o me.

I begin to :r.-elate
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the

Ii

horrible

experiences

of

the

palms

to

my

friends,

suppose they have become ashamed of their behavior,

I

I
can

understand why they do not want me to tell my friends of their
brutal treatment of me.

As I begin my narration, some long

fingers yank me from my friends.
hard,

smooth surface from which I

'l'hey throw me against a
fall.

They catch me and

either throw me to the floor or to another pair of hands which
I

I

•

I

I

in turn throw me against the hard surface.

I

attempt

to

express my contempt, but my voice is drowned out by the loud,
shrill sound.
Now I discover that the intense hurling and slapping of
me stop so the palms can retreat temporarily and prepare for
another attack.

Attack me they do.

This time the throwing,

slapping, and occasional kicking of me takes on a more urgent
nature. They convince me that the "hot potato" game no longer
I ,

meets the qualifications of a game.

I

the only available weapon in a declared war.

Instead they use me as
'l'he party who

tries to negotiate an armistice keeps attempting to get their
attention by making a terrible, ear-piercing noise.

They stop

momentarily, but before he can discuss terms of a truce, they
begin to use me to attack each other again.

'I'he forces which

appc?ar to be in g:r:avcn: danger of defeat hurl me high into the
air out of reach of the other forces' outstretched hands.

But

1 i

the oppo,Ltng forces m;;r;;ly soar into the air to reclaim me and
continue the comhat.
Appar0ntly,

th,~ v ir.;to:cs receive more than the regular
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'rhey can reign only one year before another war is waged.
certainly hope
friends,

I

that

do not

caressing me.

I

next year as

feel

a

I

familiar

never again want

I

lounge about with my
firm palm stroking and
to

become

involved

in

determining the fate of some Bird soaring through the air over
the Jordan River to get a Piston for someone's Magic Rocket to
propel a Supersonic Clipper ship faster than a speeding Bullet
in the Heat of the Sun or as fast as a Buck stung by Hornets
blazing a trail to a nearby lake where Bulls are entangled in
the Nets placed there by a Cavalier fisherman wearing Knickers
and

boots

complete

with

Spurs

who

watches

Hawks

flying

overhead as he first listens to Jazz on his portable CD player
and then changes to patriotic music and listens to "Hail to
the Chief."

What a waste of time and energy.

This could have

been accomplished with the magic of one leprechaun.
Grv.Lluall.y, I lea:nt to accept my designation as a weapon

I

i

1

to

be

used

on a

accompl.ishment.

parquet battlef.ield with

some degree

of

It is throuqh the acute abuse of me that some

unloved and umninLed cllild:nm rise, phoenii,- like, from their
I

I

!I

n«an tal, phy:,:\.1..'n J., und v,,,:t•ba1 i:\buue to pos l tions of honor and
A ,select tew ol \:hem bec,,rne the gi.·eatest of the
cp.ee,L

'l'lu.,y pard.c.\.pate witu fierc<cl competitiveness in the

annual r.i te of spring cm lW:t.'dwood floors amid the cheering of
thoustm<.hl,

Naismith transforms them from gutter to glory.

I Am
I
I
I
I
I
I

am reminiscent and hopeful.
wonder what heaven will be like.
hear angels singing at Christmastime.
see the value of my parents' wisdom.
want to have a baby someday.
am reminiscent and hopeful.

I pretend to be independent.
I feel my old friends pulling away from me.
I touch the fingers of God when I hear a beautiful hymn.
I worry that my grandmother will die before she sees her
grandchild.
I cry sometimes for no reason at all.
I am reminiscent and hopeful.
I
I
I
I
I
I

i
I

i

understand that I must give in every now and then.
say that respect must be earned.
dream about traveling to every part of the earth.
try to be honest with others, and especially with myself.
hope that I'll be a teacher who will make a difference.
am reminiscent and hopeful.
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Daddy
I will never forget the summer of 1946.

Especially the

night that Willy Porter cut off his wife's head and put it on
the front porch.
i

i

'

'

I lived three houses down from Willy Porter,

and my family could talk of nothing else all night long.
I didn't get to see the head on Willy's front porch.
They

tried

to

gruesome scene.

keep

the

children's

prying

eyes

My daddy got to see it though.

from

the

Apparently

adults are better equipped to handle things like that.

Mama

kept a tight rein on me and Willie May and Lannie that night.
We didn't even get to go next door to talk to Clarice and
Munroe about it.

Munroe still says he got out to see the head

that night, but I knew his Mama wouldn't let him out the door
any more than mine would.
Daddy came back reporting that the police still hadn't
found Willy Porter.

He told us we had better not even think

about going out of the house,
anybody.

I

I

and not to open the door for

I

The night crept on.

I:

of nothing else.

Willie and Lannie and I could talk

We all decided to sleep in the same bed that

night, so the girls came in my room because my bed was bigger.
Even though it was sweltering, we pulled the covers up to our
chins .

We somehow felt safer that way.

We whispered late

into the night, but not too loud because we were afraid that
Willy Porter might be listening at our window.
figure

he would be too pleased with us

We didn't

talking about

his
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wife's newly severed head,
shirt over the window.

Finally, Lannie got up and put a

We felt a little better then, and fell

asleep sometime during the night,
About 3:00 that morning we heard a loud knocking on the
I •

I

!

I

front door,

I told the girls to stay in my room while I went

to see who it was.

I crept out into the hall, making sure

that I was hidden behind Mama's big fern.

I could see Daddy

going to the door, and I could barely see Mama from her and
Daddy's bedroom doorway.

I

r

"Open up,

Daddy asked, "Who's there?"

It's the police,"

came the answer,

My heart

started beating so fast I was scared that I might fall over,
Daddy peered through the window cautiously,

Then he opened

I could see Willie May and Lannie peering at me

the door.

from across the hall in my doorway.

I motioned for them to

get back in bed, but they shook their heads and stayed where
they were.

I could see the fear in their eyes.

Two policeman entered.
(

I

is

still

missing,

so

we' re

neighborhood looking for him,

One of them said, "Willy Porter
searching

every

house

in

the

Have you seen or heard anything

about him?"
"No sir," my daddy replied.

At that moment Willie May

bolted from my doorway to join me in my hiding place,

Willie

May must have made too much noise because Mama saw her.
"Willie, you get back in your room this minute,"

I

!

shouted,

Mama

Mama's shout shattered the quietness of the night.

Everything seemed to be set in motion then.

The police heard
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the name Willie, and they pulled their guns and bolted past my
father to get to who they thought was Willy Porter.

But as

soon as they got past my daddy, he turned around and grabbed
the backs of both of their shirts with his huge hands.
jerked so hard their heads snapped back.

I

I

He

That's when I looked

up and saw the raging fury there in his face.

I

Daddy's voice boomed, "You will not go in my daughters'
bedroom!"

The policemen were stunned,

and so was

I.

I

couldn't believe that my daddy had grabbed two white police
officers with guns in their hands.

I had never before heard

my daddy raise his voice in anger to a white man.
exact moment I realized the strength of my daddy.

I

I

had always been secretly ashamed of what I
daddy's submissive attitude to white people.

At that
Before, I

thought was my
Never before, or

since, that moment have I been so proud of him.

From that

point on, I had a new respect for my father.
We

I

I,

cleared everything up with the

Porter was found a week later.

police,

and Willy

Mama finally quit worrying

about us kids, and we got to go out and play as freely as
before.

Of course, it wasn't long until we slipped down to

the Porter house to see if we could find any bloodstains.

We

thought we saw a stain on the side of the porch, but I'm not
so sure if it was blood or not.

Pretty soon, everything was

as it had been before, well almost.

i
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I

Mrs, Barksdale
The longer I live, the more I come to appreciate certain
things,
I .
l

My grandmother is one of these,

thinking

about

her more

and more,

and

Lately I find myself
I

am beginning to

1

realize just how precious she is to me,
Before I was old enough to attend school, I used to stay
with my grandmother all day while my parents went to work,
Being the self-centered five-year-old that I was,

I didn't

realize the importance of certain experiences that are now
We

some of my fondest memories,

loved chocolate oatmeal

cookies, and her cookie jar was always full of them.
always

cooked

my

favorites

for

lunch

like

hotdogs,

sticks, orange Crush, ice cream, and Cool Whip.
to eat stuff like that at home.
soap operas at home.
work a

lot too,

garden,

swept

Although I
:

I

the

She
fish

I never got

I also never got to watch

I played a lot, but she sure made me

We shelled peas,
chicken

houses,

shucked corn,
and

burned

hoed the

the

can remember getting several spankings

trash,
from my

grandmother, I can never remember being kissed or hugged or
told "I love you" by her.

She just wasn't that way,

I do remember very clearly how I liked to brush her
!

hair,

I often requested to get to do this, and I was never

I

refused.

She never complained about her hair getting messed

up, ·and she never asked me to stop before I was ready.

i

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
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My grandmother grew up in the vall e y just below The Hill
Church and c e metery.

The church was where she went to school

until she quit in the seventh or eighth grade.

My mother told

me once that the reason she quit was that she had only two or
three dres ses, and she was embarrassed to keep wearing them to
s chool when they were old and ragged.
Just the other Sunday I went to Decoration day with my
grandmother.
she

would

She sounded surprised when I called to ask if

mind

my

riding

with

her.

requesting to go places with her anymore.
drive to her house to meet her.
a mile out of the way.

to

The

Hill

don't

call

much

She wouldn't let me

That would be at least half

She came over to my house, and then I

drove us to the cemetery in her car.
going

I

Church

every

year

Although she's been
of

her

life

for

Decoration, this was the first time I had ever been.
We saw many of her old friends that day.
many of our older relatives.
grandmother knew everyone.
grandchildren.
know.

I

We also saw

only knew a

few,

but my

She also knew their children and

She introduced me to everyone whom I didn't

She told them that I was going to school even though it

was summertime, that I had just graduated in May, and that I
was already beginning on my master's degree.

She also told

them that I was the one who played basketball for Jacksonville
State.

When people complimented her about me,

proudly and thanked them.

I smiled too.

she smiled

I
I
I
I
I
I.
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

'I
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Although the sun beat down on us, we walked around to
every grave.

I asked her many questions about the names and

the dates, and she knew all the answers.
concerned

about

the

particular grave.

flowers

and

the

She seemed very
neatness

of

each

She rearranged and fussed over the flowers

she had brought.

She also plucked out a few stray weeds from

around the t ombstone.

She made sure that the flowers weren't

blocking the view of the name.

The word BARKSDALE could be

read clearly.
An hour later we headed for the car.
old

homeplace,

childhood.

I

began

asking

She readily answered.

her

As we passed her

questions

about

her

"We didn't have anything.

It seems like all we did was work.

I remember my special

chore was to bake a cake every Saturday so that it would be
ready to eat for Sunday dinner.
could grow on the farm.
canned in the summer.
cows.

All we had to eat was what we

In the winter we ate what we had
We got all of our milk from our two

We ate good on the Fourth of July though.

I remember

we always had barbecued chickens and a big washtub full of
lemonade."
Then I asked her how she met my grandaddy.

She answered,

"He just lived about a half a mile down the road from me.
saw him all the time.

I

Then one day he asked me to marry him.

He didn't give me an engagement ring.
money for things like that back then.

We didn't have any
We didn't have large
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marriages either.

We got married on the front porch.

It was

just me and Otto and the preacher,"
Although I drove slowly, the ride home seemed very short.
I asked my grandmother to come in for a while, but she said,
"Oh, I guess I'd better be getting on home,"

I thanked her

for letting me go with her, and she told me that she was glad
I went.
I

"It's a lot better than going by myself," she said.
walked

grandmother.

into the empty house.

I

thought

about

my

I wished that I had hugged her or told her that

I love her, but I knew that if she walked back into the house
that very minute that I still wouldn't be able to.
embarrass

her,

and

it would

embarrass

me.

would've asked her if her hair needed brushing.

But

It would
maybe

I

I AM
I
I
I
I
I
I

am a sophisticated woman who likes to fish.
wonder why we have two different schools,
hear destiny calling.
see a fish walking.
want to catch a red snapper,
am a sophisticated woman who likes to fish,

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend I'm a crab living on a beach.
feel the presence of a fairy godmother.
touch her wand.
worry about toxic waste,
cry when I see my dead friends,
am a sophisticated woman who likes to fish,

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand we all must die someday.
say I'll join my friends.
dream of the ocean's roar.
try to live a good life,
hope I've done my best,
am a sophisticated woman who likes to fish.
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My Grandfather, My Buddy
When I was presented the Fishing Award for "catching the
most

yarns"

during

the

Writing

Project,

I

thought

of

my

grandfather (he was my buddy) and how elated he would be to
know I was still ''catching yarns.''
We would spend much time together, but we were, more than
anything else, fishing buddies.
1

I

We would go digging for those

"wiggly monsters" he called worms.

He would place each one in

an old tin can and cover it with the moist, brown dirt from
which it had been removed.
I remember on one special occasion, my ninth birthday, my
grandfather and I headed into the old wooden garage that had
tilted from age to get our homemade cane poles.

He looked

like a surgeon at work as he examined each pole for cracks,
missing

hooks,

and

loose lines.

After

"the surgeon"

had

finished his examination, we strutted to the car holding our
dangling poles over our shoulders.
Granny, who would sometimes accompany us, drove to the
fishing hole while Granddad held his hands out the window,
tightly gripping the poles.

I sat in the back seat dreaming

of catching ''the big one.''
Once we arrived at the path leading to our fishing hole,
Granny

decided

to

remain

in

the

car

to

catch up

on

her

crochet, but Granddad and I got out of the car with our poles
extended over our shoulders and started walking toward the
barbed wire fence.

We carefully climbed under the barbed wire
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and approached the rocky hill where we gazed down at the miles
of green pasture dotted with cows and heard the rustle of the
flowing water leading to the fishing hole we called "The Mouth
of the Branch."

Granddad gave it th.is name because it was

where the small,

rippling branch united with the enormous,

calm creek.
With my stringy hair shining in the hot summer sun,

I

raced Granddad across the meadow, trying to beat him to "The
Mouth of the Branch."

This time I won, but often in the past

he would yell across the meadow for me to wait because he was
worried about those venomous creatures or the possibility that
I might end up covered from head to toe with those nasty,
green, thick cow patties.
Arriving at the fishing spot, Granddad began his fishing
r.i tual.

First, he sat me on the v-shaped tree that overlooked

the branch.

Next, he took one of those "wiggly monsters" and

threaded it onto my hook.

He then showed me where to drop my

line, in a spot where the fish might be biting.

I felt the

fish tug at my line and my heart almost stopped.

Granddad

laughed as I played tug-of-war with the fish.

Finally, he

helped me pull the line in and removed the fish.

He patiently

placed it on the stringer and then placed the stringer back in
the water.
I

eventually got bored with fishing,

and he laid our

poles against the tree and placed me on his lap where he told
me fishing yarns or yarns of his boyhood.

My favorite yarn
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was the one about the bully who kept "borrowing" pocket knives
from Granddad and his

I,
'

The bully would sneak up

friends.

behind them and snatch the knives from the pockets of their

'

jeans.

Granddad and his friends connived a plan to get even

with the bully.

They all cut the pockets off their jeans, so

when the bully reached into a pocket the next time--no pocket
knife.

What a surprise!

At the sound of the signal--three long honks of the horn-we started toward the car.
slipped

cautiously under

We walked up the rocky hill and
the

barbed wire.

We

must

have

presented quite an impression with our cane poles over our
shoulders and a long stringer of fish because Granny said, "
My goodness! "

We

finally

left,

smelling

like old worms,

sweat, and dead fish.
We fed the fish to the cats, as we sometimes did, took
turns bathing,

and then we ate supper.

We exchanged fish

yarns and laughed while we enjoyed the delicious meal.
My fishing buddy can no longer make those long trips to
"The Mouth of the Branch" nor share many yarns.
fighting just to survive.

He now sits

His irregular heartbeats leave him

unable to move around, very tired, and at times, with a failed
memory.

I hope, however, that he can remember that special

fishing trip and the yarns he told me on my ninth birthday,
because they meant so much to me.
them.

I know I will never forget
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The Secrets of Moss Hill

Moss Hill, as I called it, was a special and beautiful
place.

It had broken trees,

childhood memories.

wild animals,

and held many

It was a serene place where I often went

to contemplate the secrets and puzzles of being a young girl.
It was a place filled with the awe of nature,

such as the

chirping birds, sullen wind, and yellow wild flowers bursting
forth from the dampened ground.

It gave me proof of a divine

being who knew the process a child used to build a
puzzle.
Himself

In fact,

jigsaw

it looked as if He had used this process

in mixing the greens,

blues,

reds

and yellows

of

nature.
During my earliest childhood years, Moss Hill

held the

corner pieces of the puzzle, the starting point to a lifetime
of dreams and enrichment.

Over there, I would leave my world

of reality and enter the land of make-believe.

I might have

been Alice in Wonderland who chased the rabbit, Little Miss
Muffet who sat on her tuffet of moss-covered ground or even
Jill, since my brother and I had often fallen down the hill.
Sometimes I would take a baby doll and pretend I had a real
family--a family with a mom and dad who loved and wanted each
of their children.

I would do many other "little-girl" things

while I was there, and no day was ever complete without a
climb on the broken, bent oak and a swing from the vine that
even Tarzan would have envied.
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Once the corners were in place,

a new phase began--a

Cinderella Phase which was full of dreams of Prince Charming
and magnificent castles.
Transformed from a tuffet to a house fit for a king, the
moss

covered

ground

forbidden pleasures.

became

the

foundation

of

dreams

of

My mind drifted to a certain prince and

all the kinds of things adolescent girls were forbidden to
think, for this special place held the secrets of a maturing
teen, and even the wind whispered the forbidden desires from
each limb.

My conscience, however, would remind me that "old

fashioned'' girls would never think these thoughts.
Corners and edges in place, new pieces were now added,
and as I realized the puzzle was almost completed, I pondered
the future and the decisions of adulthood.
friend, the wind, "What should I do?
will happen to my family?"

I

asked of my

Where should I go?

What

I never heard a reply; but I did

get a sweet and breezy caress which reminded me there was no
time left for Alice in Wonderland or even Cinderella--only the
beckoning breath of the future.

It told me to remember that

I had only a few brief moments to enjoy the beauty of Moss
Hill.
Corners, edges, and added bits and pieces left only the
heart of the puzzle unfinished, and one last journey to this
enchanted place would finally complete the puzzle.
trip brought not dreams but reality.

This final

No longer was there a

young girl and her old nursery rhymes, but a young woman with
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a prince and a new nursery rhyme--a rhyme,

of present day

love, tears, and some new dreams.
Corner pieces laid, edges in place, pieces added, and
heart inserted, the puzzle was now complete.

The dream my

offspring were expected to enjoy, Moss Hill, my special and
beautiful place was destroyed by Granny.

Granny decided she

would sell the timber from Moss Hill to pay medical bills Pop
had acquired; and later she would sell Moss Hill itself.
The saw buzzed like a swarm of bees as the puzzle was
ripped apart.

First the vine, then the tree, and later the

land itself--all gone forever.

No longer would Moss Hill's

beauty be the beginning of the puzzle, nor would it be the
special
memories

place to
of

my

build dreams.
younger

years

There
and

the

only remained
hope

for

a

the

warm,

emotional, and secure place like Moss Hill, where my offspring
would put their puzzle pieces together.

I

I

I

I'
I

I AM

I'

I,

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

am quickly aging, slowly retiring
wonder when something BIG will happen
hear the discord of less than seven spheres
see leviathan lying in wait
want laisser-aller
am quickly aging, slowly retiring

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend presence
feel torn between here and there, now and then
touch slick, unstained surfaces of the altar
worry that stuff is only stuff
cry over language that does not bridge
am quickly aging, slowly retiring

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand Heraclitus and Bly
say something must endure
dream of reading green hieroglyphs on brown walls
try to distinguish true heliotaxis from mere phototaxis
hope for symmetry
am quickly aging, slowly retiring
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Collaboration
A Short Bibliography
Writing Project fellows are researchers. They remain
current with trends in composition theory, practice, and
pedagogy. Many conduct research in their own classrooms.
As a reflection of WP work in research, I submit the following selections from a bibliography on collaboration I have
been compiling. I hope that the entries will be of benefit
to the 1992 fellows.
Amspaugh, Linda B.
"Writing Is Meant to Be Shared: A
Collection of Ideas of Primary Teachers." The Reading
Teacher 43.2 (Nov. 1989): 186-7.
Atwell, Nancie. "After In the Middle."
78.1 (Jan. 1989): 51-3.

English Journal

Barbour, Dennis H.
"Collaborative Writing in the Business
Writing Classroom: An Ethical Dilemma for the Teacher." Bulletin of the Association for Business Communication 53.3 (Sept. 1990): 33-35.
Boraks, Nancy, and Gail Taylor.
"How Collaboration Made an
Instructional Strategy Work in the Classroom." Adult
Learning 3.3 (Nov. 1991): 20-1.
Bosley, Deborah s.
"Individual Evaluations in a Collaborative Report Project." Technical Communication 37.2
(May 1990): 160-2.

I
I

I

1

Meg Morgan, and Nancy Allen.
"An Essential Bibliography on Collaborative Writing." Bulletin of the Association for Business Communication 53.2 (June 1990): 2733.
Broz, Virginia, and others. "Teachers in the Middle: Can
Nancie Atwell Be Cloned?" English Journal 78.1 (Jan.
1989): 47-51.
Dudley, Martha. "The Writing Workshop: Structuring for
Success." English Journal 78.1 (Jan. 1989): 28-32.
Duin, Ann Hill. "Terms and Tools: A Theory and ResearchBased Approach to Collaborative Writing." Bulletin of
the Association for Business Communication 53.2 (June
1990): 45-50.
Duren, Phillip E., and April Cherrington.
"The Effects of
Cooperative Group Work Versus Independent Practice on
the Learning of Some Problem-Solving Strategies."
School Science and Mathematics 92.2 (Feb. 1992): 8083.
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Erickson, Frederick,
"Research Currents: Learning and
Collaboration in Teaching." Language Arts 66,4 (April
1989): 430-41.
Fine, Esther Sokolov.
"Collaborative Writing: Key to
Unlocking the Silences of Children." Language Arts
66,5 (Sept. 1989): 501-8,
Fister, Barbara. "Teaching Research As a Social Act:
Collaborative Learning and the Library." RQ 29,4
(Summer 1990): 505-9.
Jones, Robert M., and John E, Steinbrink.
"Using Cooperative Groups in Science and Mathematics.'' School Science and Mathematics 89.7 (Nov. 1989): 541-51.
Liftig, Robert A.
"Feeling Good about Student Writing:
Validation in peer evaluation." English Journal 79.2
(Feb. 1990): 62-5.
Maltese, Ralph.
''Three Philosophical Pillars That Support
Collaborative Learning.'' English Journal 80.5 (Sept.
1991): 20-3.
Phelps, Erin, and William Damon.
"Problem Solving with
Equals: Peer Collaboration as a Context for Learning
Mathematics and Spatial Concepts," Journal of Education Psychology 81.4 (Dec. 1989): 639-46.
Slavin, Robert E.
"Group Rewards Make Groupwork Work."
Educational Leadership 48,5 (Feb. 1991): 89-91.
"Research on Cooperative Learning: Consensus and
Controversy," Educational Leadership 47,4 (Dec.-Jan.
1989): 52-4.
Strother, Deborah Burnett.
"Cooperative Learning: Fad or
Foundation for Learning?'' Phi Delta Kappan 72,2 (Oct,
1990):
158-61.

i .
.

I

Tateyama-Sniezek, Karen M.
"Cooperative Learning: Does It
Improve the Academic Achievement of Students with
Handicaps?'' Exceptional Children 56.5 (Feb, 1990):
426-37.
Watson, Dan, and Lyle Rangel,
"Classroom Evaluation of
Cooperative Learning.'' Education Digest 55.3 (Nov.
1989): 35-7,
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For Latressa, My Equal
Like a thrush in the undergrowth searching,
quite well camouflaged, she steals slowly in.
Too shy to speak out, she waits, eyes darting
through cataract lenses not right for her,
a girl grown old from too early defeats.
Can I hear her? Will I acknowledge her
being in my room after school in search
of explanation? "Why is my grade this?"
She asks nothing mathematical. Nothing
average, below, or above some line.
She wants to know, "Am I ok to you?
I think I am, but I need a second
op1.n1.on.
Yours will do. Am I ok?"
I can neither average nor answer.

i

I

I. l'
I AM
I
I
I
I
I
I

am a teacher who's curious and silly,
wonder why I view life as metaphoric, euphoric,
hear a scratching in my classroom wall.
see mouse droppings on the floor,
want to see the mouse who dropped them.
am a teacher who's curious and sometimes silly.

I pretend to talk to my mouse.
I feel he must be hungry, hiding there
(some students hide their hunger for knowledge).
I touch - no, I am touched - to think a creature wants
to live in my classroom (some students want to be
there, too) .
I worry about the school's contract with the exterminator
(school bores some students to an early death).
I cry to see books gnawed and shredded
(I'd cry for joy to see books ragged from being read).
I am a teacher who's curious and superficially silly.
I understand that .inquiry and humor are essential,
I say "Ask questions!" and "Don't take yourself too seriously."
I dream of students excitedly ordering their own
unabridged dictionaries.
I try to demonstrate that learning is synonymous with fun.
I hope my students will gambol gleefully
through a lifetime, learning,
never complacent, ever cogitating, ever contemplating,
I am a teacher who's curious and seriously silly.
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TUESDAY'S CHILD

I was named Grace for my grandmother;
exerts

an

influence

on

the

personality

I believe a name
of

a

child.

grandmother and her name had a tremendous influence on me.
mother, my younger brother and I lived in her house.

My
My

I called

her Nanny until I was in high school when I no longer felt
comfortable using that childhood name.

She loved exclusively,

dearly, selfishly, totally; and I knew it.

She loved me and

she loved my bearing her name.
My earliest memories are those of climbing into her high
bed in the early morning hours when everyone else was asleep
and listening to her read to me.

We read for hours as the

breeze

casement

softly

bedroom.

blew

in

the

open

windows

of

her

First there were picture books, then there were big

books whose stories continued morning after morning and made
the rest of my day seem long in the wait for the next episode.
Sometimes we would be disturbed by the low, clear, singsong
voices of the fruit and vegetable vendors.
the bed,

I

Once we got out of

knew the reading was over for the day.

If the

sellers didn't come, we read longer before Nanny stopped to
dress for the trip to the curb market.
While she dressed, I turned pages frustratedly, looking
at the pictures, wanting to read the words, as she took what
seemed like hours to get ready.

I remember her "teddies,"

that funny silk undergarment that I thought only old ladies
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wore and now I see advertised in Victoria's Secret.

When I

was

on

strong enough,

corset.

I

fastened

the

hooks

and

eyes

her

Sometimes she let me comb her hair; it was very thin

and wispy and she worried about it.

She always wore a bun

pinned at the back of her neck to look like she had more hair.
She was 58 when I was born, and I always thought she was
!

!

i

very old.

I never saw her take any kind of exercise except a

leisurely stroll around the block.

She perspired profusely (I

learned early that

sweat),

ladies

never

always

handkerchief handy to pat her forehead or neck.
carried a hand-held fan.

keeping

a

Nanny always

In the late afternoons, after her

nap, we would sit in one of the rockers on the front porch and
rock

and

fan

and

rock

and

talk.

Visitors

came

.in

the

afternoons and brought their fans and rocked and fanned and
talked with her.
appropriate
taste,

Talk reigned supreme, and Nanny produced an

saying

for

every occasion.

"Each to

his

own

Her two

said the old lady as she kissed the cow."

sisters were "club women," both belonging to various study
clubs and church circles;

Nanny stayed at home and waited for

people to visit her,
She didn't stay home in the mornings, though.

Once she'd

. I

ii
! i

''

performed her toilet, which included generous sprinklings of
"heat powder" and a final splash of violet-scented cologne
before she donned her voile dress and small straw hat, we
headed to the curb market,

Later in the morning,

without

fail, Nanny set out again, either for the A&P or for the bank.

I

''

Ii

I

I

l
II
II
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I

The bank trips were a

..J

.J

even today

I

cannot

imagine how s he could hav e had enough transactions t o warran t
her frequent visits.
employees

Ij

daily ritual;

Perhaps they were primarily social ; t h e

greeted her with

p leasure and

treated

respect, calling her Miss Grace or Mrs . Mac.

he r

with

The p resid e n t

would step out of h is of fi ce to s ay hel lo a nd pass t he time o f
day.

We always v i s ited t he big cool vaul t wit h i t s rows of

safety depos it boxes, where we found temporary relief f r om the
h o t s ummer morning .
In t he wintertime Nanny loved to sleep under piles of
covers.

She was the thermostat for the house ,

always the

f irst one up t o light a gas heater in each room before the
o t h ers awoke.

As soon as I heard her stirring, I went to her

b ed whe re we would read under t he heavy pile of blankets until
t he r oom became too warm for the covers and Mamma and Robert
woke u p.

In spite of the fact that she complained all summer

long that she was "wringing wet" and "suffered" from the heat,
Nanny did n ot l ike c old weather either .
cans

of wate r

She put little tin

on eac h space heater and longed to us e

her

emb roidere d ha ndkerch ie f to wipe a pers p iri ng forehead i nstead
o f h e r n o se, d amp f rom a wi n ter cold.
Na n ny p oss essed an a bundance of sel f- conf idence.
y o unges t

The

o f seven c hi ldren, she was no doubt spoiled by her

olde r si bl ings and permi tted to have her own way by ti r ed but
dot i ng parents.

She always spoke lovingly of " my precious

mamma" and "my dear papa."

In the few pictures I have seen of
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her as a child, she is very appealing with long,

full, dark

I

hair and those same big brown eyes I remember watching as she
11

read to me.

I loved her eyes and for a long time hoped mine

might turn brown like hers;

I

to this day I

am drawn to dark

I

I:

brown eyes.
She told me about how she used to sing as a child and a
young adult, and I knew she must have had a beautiful voice.
By the time she sang to me, "See the boat go round the bend,
good-bye my lover goodbye" and "Camping tonight" and "Hurrah

l i

for the bonnie blue flag that bears a single star" she had
lost her voice, but I didn't care.
problems

with

her

vocal

cords,

As she grew older she had
perhaps

from

her

earlier

singing, and even her speaking voice became hoarse, but she
never lost that self-confidence she must have developed as a
When I expressed self-doubts, she counseled me

young child.

to "stump it and thump it and blow your own trumpet."
She married at 23 and my mother, an only child, was born
when

Nanny

was

uncharacteristically

31.

late

Both
for

of

the

those

early

ages

1900's.

seem
After

finishing school in Selma, Nanny had attended Ward Belmont
School in Nashville, but returned home after a year.

The four

or five years before she married remain a mystery, as does the
reason she waited eight years to have a child.

She talked

with near reverence when she spoke about "your grandfather,
Heyward."

I knew him only from the picture on her mantle,

where he sat astride his horse,

I admired his elegant suit,

i

!

I
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high collar and erect pose and felt that childish twinge of
remorse that we didn't still have the horse,

She never talked

to me of the difficult times they must have had.

I know her

father gave them the house we lived in for a wedding present;
it stood just a block down the street from where she grew up.
I learned later that during the stock market crash they had
lost heavily and soon afterwards my grandfather died.

My

grandmother succeeded in reestablishing herself through hard
work and good business sense; and she gained a reputation for
being a

practical,

I

no-nonsense business woman,

vividly

remember the story she read me about "sensible Jane," a pigtailed, freckle-faced girl who was not as attractive as her
comrades but who, through her wits, was victorious in a number
of situations in which others failed miserably,

Years later,

upon reflection, I wondered if she had thought I needed that
story because she felt I was not destined to be a
girl,"

i.
I

I

had,

in

fact,

taken

the

Ii '
i

I

to

heart

and

considered myself above all to be sensible; but now I'm not

i

sure the story was not also about her,

j

story

"pretty

!

Although confident in

her physical beauty and her talented voice, in the end it was
Nanny's practical good sense and her philosophy that "a cat in
gloves never caught any mice" which together had preserved her
way of life.
There was one area in Nanny's life .in which she had very
little confidence,

She feared illness.

As I grew older I

began to notice, though not to understand, her fear.

She kept
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a suitcase packed with nightgowns in case she should have to
go to the hospital in the middle of the night.
I I

I

By the time I

was in high school, she would no longer go with us on summer
vacations because she didn't want to be too far away from her
doctor.

Soon my mother, too, stopped taking our annual summer

trip to the beach because Nanny didn't want to stay at home

I
I

alone.

By the time I was a senior in high school,

feeling very sorry for my mother,
trapped by my
!

whom I

I was

perceived to be

grandmother into never leaving town.

I offered

i

to stay with Nanny while my mother and my 14 year-·old brother

l
I

went to the beach with friends.
I

The

first

two or three days went well;

I

don't even

remember the exact incident that began our argument;

it had

something to do with her insisting that I be home at noon for
lunch.

I

was

restrictions;

18

and

knew

she insisted;

everything.
I

exploded.

I

resisted

her

Suddenly all

the

opinions I had formed over the past few years were unleashed.
I accused her of having ruined my mother's life through her
selfishness.

I told her she was possessive and unreasonable;

I blamed her for my mother's divorce as well as for Mother's
never having remarried,

Nanny had never done anything but

love me and I knew that;

she loved me blindly, completely.

Suddenly I felt the vise of a love that can't let go, and I
was terribly afraid.
afraid of sickness.

I was as afraid of her love as she was
I said it all; I said too much,

An 18

year-old has no right to critique the life of her 78 year-old
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For the next few days until my

grandmother to her face.

mother returned, we spoke only when absolutely necessary.

I

knew I had made a mistake, but I couldn't apologize for words
I

She was

felt were true.

refuted my accusations.

terribly hurt,

but

she never

I wish she had tried to explain, but

I sensed she felt like the Duke of Ferrara in Browning's "My
Last

Duchess,"

"E'en

then would

be

some

stooping,

and

I

choose/Never to stoop."
So she left me to regret my words and to wonder.
never had the same relationship after that.
I i

her Nanny again.

We

I seldom called

I addressed her as Grandmother, Nan, or Gay

(a name I'd called myself when I was little) or even Granny
Gray

( for Grace) .

I

wrote her letters

from college;

birthdays I bought her picture books about the old
I I

!

for

South I

knew she loved; I sent her postcards of cats and pictures from
Paris; I trimmed her toenails and combed her hair when I was
home.

i I

Ii '

She was there at my wedding, and I was there in her

room when she died a year later.

1

1

i

!i

I am an early riser.
early to enjoy a quiet house.

I set my alarm and get up very
I do my best thinking then, and

often I think of my grandmother.

I thank her silently for

sharing with me her name, for loving me unconditionally for my
first 24 years, and for reading to me in the early morning
hours in her big bed.

i !
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i '

;

!

i

June First

j

I

June 1, 1977--A day.
'A' for adoption--then
'A' for anniversary--now
a day we've celebrated for 15 years
a day that changed forever
the lives of four people.

i

!

I'
]

I

Dressed in new white shoes and
a Feltman Brothers white button-on suit,
You were like the virgin of old
Given over by her parents to be cared for
by one she had not chosen
but with whom she must make a life.
Your only dowry: a dry Pamper, a bottle and
an extra can of milk for the ride home.
We had made vows on paper
promising to care for you
in sickness and in health.
You never promised to obey.

j

I

1

I

j

I Am

I
!

I
I
I
I
I
I

am independent and sincere.
wonder about marriage life.
hear wedding bells ring.
see a wedding small and simple.
want to be sure I am ready for the transition.
am independent and sincere.

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend to be the mother of my step children.
feel I am a mother figure.
touch the hearts of the children.
worry about the children's future.
cry as the children disappoint me.
am independent and sincere.

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand that marriage life will be unpredictable.
say honest and trust can be the key.
dream of sharing and caring.
try to please everyone.
hope of happiness and love.
_
-~
am independent and sincere.

v•
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The Teaching of Writing
"What are some of the things you believe now about the
teaching of writing?"
As

an experienced teacher,

writing

process

should

be

I

have

launched

in

observed that
the

early

the

grades.

Students seem to perform based on the expectations that the
teacher provides.

The approach used for the writing process

appears to be a learning experience with no wrong and right
answers.
levels

In the classroom this will accommodate the different

which

Providing

range

ideas

from

and

remedial

examples

to

enrichment

enhance

the

programs,

interest

and

enthusiasm of all students,
I believe applying the technique of cooperative learning
appears to help students with structure and mechanics within
a

written

Edi ting

assignment.

can

be

approached

informal setting by using the peer tutoring program.

in

an

Students

seem to relate and respond better to peer editing than to
student-teacher editing.
can

be

made

without

After the editing process, revisions
destroying

the

self-esteem

of

an

individual.
I use a variety of writing forms to give the student
different

avenues

narrative,

to

take

descriptive,

to

experience

expository,

and

success.

The

persuasive

classifications allow students to describe, inform, explain,
and persuade.

Most importantly the planning process of the
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11
' I

\ !

writing piece involves several steps to clarify all areas of

j

knowledge.
a title,

Thus students in the writing process plan, develop

produce a rough draft,

edit,

revise,

rewrite,

and

publish.
1

i

'1

i

i
1 I

I:

Using different teaching tools and methods enhances the
critical thinking process which is crucial to the writing
process. Tools that have been of assistance in the field of
writing involve semantic mapping, story starters, magazines,
newspaper, reading material, art, music, poetry, globes, maps,

i

Ii ,I

i I

!

cartoons, resource people, journals, and manipulatives.
In order to enhance the creative ideas, students must be
interested and motivated.

Creativity results when a variety

of teaching methods are involved.

I
I

I 'I

'

)

I,

l

-

-

-I
'I
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~
~
~

IJ
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Saying Good - Bye

As we depart and go our separate ways , I will have f ond
memories which will always be reme mbered .
He was a

friend,

leader ,

con soler ,

a nd most o f

a ll a

person who h ad faith in h is teachers and admired them f o r a
job well done .
I

We were able to work t ogeth er eight y ears , a nd

believe t h at

I

h a ve

d eve lope d i n to hi s

defi ni tion of a

"master" tea c her t h r ough his leader shi p and g uidance .

I would

strive everyday to do my very best, s o I cou l d rece i v e t he
satisfa ction that

I

was at the top of the list.

I

made

mista k es , bu t nev er did I feel intimidated by h i s construc t ive
critic i sm.

He would visit in my classroom,

leaving notes

f illed wi th compliments that would make me want to push even
f urthe r f o r the students .
I can remember moments that were sad, happy, impossible,
r ewa rding , a nd fulfil ling.
a lways

received

support

Looking back over the years ,
when

needed-- in

I

parent- teacher

c o nf e rences, d i scipline problems, decision making , correcting
mi s take s , personal situati ons, and most important decis i ons
i nvolving t he welfare of my students.

He was always there to

l augh and joke with me, t o literally pat my should er when I

u

was havi n g a bad day, t o console me when n oth i ng seems to work

IJ

me down .

u
'· J

u

ri ght and to understa nd when personal situat i ons were loading

Most

important,

Mr.

Lee's

ability

to

relate

to

any

situat io n wit h a pos i tive attitude must now be reflected in my
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feelings about his leaving.

It would be selfish of me to envy

those in his new school, the many talents he will be taking to
them.

He

is

background

of

a

leader who understands

the

students

individual student needs.
poor,

black or white,

and

tries

the socio-economic
very

hard

to

meet

Whether a student is wealthy or

eager or reluctant--Mr.

Lee

always

provides the opportunity to succeed and to become a part of
his school's positive atmosphere.
As I move toward a new school year, many mixed emotions
flow through my head,

I ask myself if I can make it without

this positive, inspirational leader.

I know next year will be

a challenge, but life itself is a day-by-day challenge.

I am

having a hard time accepting the fact that he will no longer
be there.
As we move forward, Mr. Lee, my former principal, and I
will be challenged with many trials and tribulations.

Being

the two individuals that we are, challenges will be met and
conquered, but Mr. Lee's support will be missed.
Thank you, Andy Lee, for helping me become the teacher I
am today.

I feel very fortunate to have been associated with

a leader like you.

I

l

I

I

I
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Daisy
You
Who
You
How

are a loving and caring mother figure,
stood by my side all the way,
prepared and provided for me.
could I ever repay you for the success I have today?

As we faced the world together,
Young and old ideas were compared.
We managed the best we could.
What would I have done, if you had not been there?
My friends all enjoyed your presence.
You always smiled and shared.
Everyone was welcome and comfortable,
Because of your kindness and loving ways.
As years passed by, your health began to fail.
I tried very hard to manage everything,
But Alzheimer's would not let us continue
To be a part of each other and share.
The
Was
The
Oh,

hardest decision that I have ever faced,
knocking at my door.
doctor recommended the nursing home.
please, God, help me be strong.

The decision was made.
Aunt Daisy was gone to a new home.
I entered the empty house
Feeling that I would never make it alone.

! ,'

Three years have passed
With emptiness filling the air.
I visit on a daily basis,
To make sure Aunt Daisy has the proper care.
As we move in the final stages,
It is so hard to see you now.
I will continue to visit on a daily basis.
Making sure you are comfortable and painless.
I love you dearly.
I don't want to say good-bye.
Please always remember
You are the inspiration in my eye.

I
I
I
I
I
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The Singing of A Teacher
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

hear the teachers singing,
good morning to everyone.
hear the teachers singing,
today will be more fun.
hear the teachers singing,
let's try hard at every task.
hear the teachers singing,
come on everyone, this is a blast.
hear the teachers singing,
the effort put forth will pay.
hear the teachers singing,
motivation is the only way.
hear the teachers singing,
success can be acquired.
hear the teachers singing,
but practice must be required!
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I Am
I
I
I
I
I
I

am a caring loving woman, who loves to explore.
wonder about my daughters both so far away.
hear their laughter as the winds caress my face.
see their hand print as if it's delicate lace.
want life not to pass-please not so swiftly.
am a caring loving woman, who loves to explore.

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend my daughters are small again.
feel their sweet softness that each letter brings.
touch their hair with laughter as we lovingly share.
worry about their well being since I am not there.
cry for all the promises that life has seemed to snare.
am a caring, loving woman, who loves to explore.

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand our love explicitly, as I know they care.
say "Go my young daughters for today is still young."
dream they exceed all limits of time and space.
try to give encouragement as years go bye and bye.
hope you remember through love you both are here.
am a caring loving woman, who loves to explore.

i

'
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Milking by the Book
The air was filled with the sweetness of honeysuckle,
roses, gardenia, and magnolia blossoms.

This sultry, humid

July afternoon gave way to a typical Alabama summer day.
Mrs. Gilliland was carefully tending her rose garden.
Gilliland was in the hospital.

Mr.

We all were very concerned

as this was his second trip to Holy Name of Jesus Hospital
in six months.
I had been to the vegetable garden helping to gather
tomatoes and green beans.

Having seen Mrs. Gilliland, I

decided to visit briefly.

Walking over to say hello, I

could hear her telephone ringing-ringing-ringing.

She

finally answered with a clipped-out-of-breath hello.
Gilliland, please come to the hospital immediately.

"Mrs.
Mr.

Gilliland has taken a bad turn," the nurse persisted.
Hurriedly, Mrs. Gilliland dressed.
Only minutes later, my mother appeared asking that I

lJ

come home.

D

milk Daisy as she is very uncomfortable this afternoon."

~

would be milked.

"Mary," Mrs. Gilliland asked softly, "Please

mother smiled sweetly and assured Mrs. Gilliland that Daisy

Milk a cow?

]
~

j

J

My

know how?"

How?

What do you do?

"Mother, do you

I asked.

"No, but we will find out," she replied.
to the bookcase.

Over she went

She thumbed through the row of books.
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Guess what?

She chose The World Book of Knowledge,

As she

read, we both looked at the pictures and written explanation
of the art of milking.

This was to be a neighborhood

project,
Later in the afternoon, Mother, Daddy, Mr, Turner and I
went to the Gilliland barn.
pasture.

Daisy was brought in from the

Mother bathed the udder and teats and then settled

herself on the milk stool,

I held the book, while Daddy and

Mr, Turner held Daisy's tail.

Oophsl

The feed,

filled her trough with an aromatic grain,

Daddy

Daisy seemed to

be so happy as she munched and masticated the grain,
There were four spigots,

No, I read, those spigots

were teats, one chocolate, one sweet milk, one buttermilk,
and one cream,

No, wrong again.

All spigots, scratch that,

teats had the same white, warm sweet milk,
balloon-like appendage was an udder.
the udder.

The pink, large

The milk was inside

In the World Book were even pictures to help

explain this milking procedure,
Here we went via The World Book of Knowledge and "The
Art of Milking Daisy!"

Mother cupped her hands high on the

teats; with rhythmic motion she squeezed, with two teats at
a time, downward, pressing firmly and pulling in a downward
motion,

I squealed with excitement.

patted Daisy and cheered Mother on,
consistently into the milk pail,

Daddy and Mr, Turner
The warm liquid

flowed

Mr. Turner caught the

cow's swishy tail, and Daddy rubbed Daisy's side,
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Again and again, Mother rhythmically squeezed and
pulled for at least one-half hour·,
holding the book.

My arms were tired from

Finally, Mother announced, "We have

mastered the art of milking."
"Nol The World Book of Knowledge has mastered this
art," I replied.

This was the first and last community

project known as "The Art of Milking Daisy."

Daisy felt

much better and Mrs. Gilliland was very pleased over our
milking.

I
1

I

'.(/\
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A Never Forgotten Day at Grandmother's

My grandmother's
College Heights.

home was

a

typical

1940-s

house

in

In her living room was a picture of a very

beautiful lady, "The Southern Belle."
beautiful dress like hers.

I imagined myself in a

For such a long time, I thought

that lady was my great grandmother.

Today, this picture hangs

above my piano in my living room.
Mama Robison had all kinds of pretty things.

The same

thing was always said to me, "No, Ann, you must not touch."
My fingers fared better if they were in the pickets of my gray
and white coveralls.

In her bookcase were all

kinds

of

interesting books such as Peter Rabbit, my favorite naptime
story.
That particular morning,

I

spend the day with grandmother.

left my sleeping porch to
The family was so busy this

spring morning.

Papa was at the foundry; Mama was gathering

flowers

flower

in

her

garden;

Uncle

Billy

was

building

airplanes in his hobby room, behind the garage; Cassie, the
cook, was busy preparing food in the kitchen.
visitors

all

over the

house.

hangers.

The house was being repapered.

"Miss Ann, you are to stay
talking to the wall.
own.
doing.
hanger.

In my own mind,

These

There were some

visitors

were

paper

Cassie called to me,

away from the workers."

She was

You might say that I had a mind of my
I simply wondered what this man was

I walked into my Papa's bedroom to watch the paper
The paper was blue, cream, yellow, and peach, such
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pretty colors for PaPa's bedroom.
these delicate colors?
the room.

'

Why

All of his son's pictures hung around

The ugliest baby was my daddy; he was so skinny.

I have never said this before.
I

He was a huge man.

Please, this is a secret.

The quiet man worked very quickly, without saying one

I ·

word.

There was a long length of wood on two strange holders.

He measured with a long stick and cut the lovely flowered
paper.
with

The cream of wheat went on the back side of the paper
a

long

precise.

bristle

I asked,

brush.

His

strokes

were

"Hey, what are you doing?"

"What is your name?"

I tugged at his arm.

swift

No answer.

No answer.

What was he doing using cream of wheat on the brush?
decided to taste the brush.

That was a big mistake.

looked wildly at me, a mere five your old.
said one word to me.

I didn't understand.

and

I

The man

Again, he never
Why would this man

not talk to me?
Before I had a chance to say or do anything else, I was
locked into Papa's closet, screaming "Let me out!" "Let me
out!"

My fists hurt from bang-bang-banging on the door.
Finally, Mama came, with Cassie right behind her.

gave Cassie a disconcerting glance.
the closet?" Mama asked me.
Between sobs,
closet?"
brush.

She

"What are you doing in

All I could do was cry.

I asked "Why did the man lock me in the

The paper hanger didn't miss a
"Why is he using cream of wheat?"

stroke with the
I asked.

Mama dried my tears, and gathered me into her arms, and
tried to explain.

"Ann, the cream of wheat is paste."
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"But why didn't he answer me?"

I asked.

At this time

she tried to explain the paper hanger was a deaf-mute, but as
a five year old, I still didn't understand.
As she held me close she said,
neither
living."

hears

nor

speaks;

this

is

"Ann, the paper hanger
the way

he

makes

his

To this day I still have a vivid memory of my closet

venture and the deaf-mute.
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CHANCES
The Chances of Life are increasingly there-The Player, The Charmer, The Chancer to snare.
What turn will fate take to show me the way?
Will I travel the path twice, without a sway?
Shall I reverse the need for my host to show?
I will propound, astound, and my heart will pray!
And I have prepared myself for this untimely pair.
The PLAYER, the CHARMER, the CHANCER did DARE!

I AM
I am a teacher and a friend.
I wonder why people do not read great books and love each
other.
I hear the voices of the past in textbooks.
I see the words of the future in my students' essays.
I want to make a difference in the world.
I am a teacher and a friend.

t

iI

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend that I have solutions to the world's problems.
feel the sadness of children who are not loved.
touch their hearts by caring about them.
worry about the lessons they did not learn.
cry when they fail--and when they succeed.
am a teacher and a friend.

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand that I am only one person.
say that I must do my part.
dream of hearing students say, "Thank you."
try to smile every day.
hope that all my students feel important in my classroom.
am a teacher and a friend.
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Two-Year Teacher
Granny never wanted to teach school.
who thought it was a good idea.

It was her father

What father wouldn't want his

bright, young, and pretty unmarried eighteen-year-old daughter
to teach school?

The old faded brown photograph in the bottom

of the picture box shows a girl with dark piercing eyes who
surely had the gumption to run a schoolroom.

The community

right over the hill from Granny's native Pleasant Ridge, in
the fertile mountains and valleys of north Alabama, boasted of
a two-room schoolhouse and a job opening for one teacher.
The year was 1914, and school teacher certification was
simple.

Granny took a test.

The test told somebody that the

young woman was qualified to teach first through third grades.
Anne's father was delighted--a teacher in the family.

Granny

got the job at the Chosea Springs School, and she promised her
father that she would try it for two years.
The

weathered

silvery

gray

frame

building which was

Chosea Springs School was nestled in a grove of pine and cedar
trees.

The spring provided children and teachers with cool

sparkling water at lunch time and recess and then bubbled into
the branch which rippled through the school yard.

The little

country school bulged at the seams with students the first
year that Miss Anne taught.
overflowing with
third

grades.

Her classroom was

forty-two· students
She

fondly

students in the first grade.

in first,

remembers,

"I

had

filled to

second,

and

thirty-seven

I had good ones and bad ones.

11

I
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They were mostly good ones.

They all behaved because I used

a hickory switch!"
Chosea Springs School was in session for five months.
Miss Anne's father (and best encourager) drove her to school
each morning in his buggy pulled by a horse.

Most of the

students walked to and from school each day,

and,

in the

afternoons, Miss Anne joined them for the walk home.
love for the outdoors was contagious.
about bugs, animals,
long walks home.

flowers,

Her deep

She taught lessons

trees--all of nature--on the

Sometimes these same children stayed out of

school when they were needed for working in the fields or
tending little brothers and sisters so parents could work.
the

fall

picking,

when
Miss

school
Anne

closed

picked

for

cotton.

a

few
When

weeks

for

school

In

cotton

resumed,

students and teacher were sunburned, weary, and satisfied that
another cotton crop was made.
The faculty and staff of Chosea Springs School consisted
of Miss Anne and Mr. Gilbert.

Miss Anne's first, second, and

third grade was comprised of the very young.

Mr.

Gilbert

taught fourth, fifth, and sixth grades, so he often dealt with
teenagers who had sporadically attended school for a good many
years.
Granny remembers Mr. Gilbert as a strict disciplinarian.
She says, "He was old--about fifty.
a preacher.

He was the principal and

I remember" she continues, "one morning when one

of my third graders, a mean little boy, brought in a bundle of
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switches to my room.

They were good hickory switches.

them in the corner and said nothing.

He put

In a little while Mr.

Gilbert came in and demanded that all the boys involved in the
fight yesterday come outside with him.

I

r

I i

had

brought

the

switches

reluctantly out the door."

picked up

I

the

bundle

and

crept

After a brief pause during which

Granny seems to revisit her past,
1

The third-grader who

she adds,

"Like

I

said

before, Mr. Gilbert was tough."
Miss Anne was also tough, even though she was petite and

)

i

pretty.

She describes herself back then as little and skinny.

She always wore high-button shoes with a high heel so she
would be a little taller.

In an effort to create the aura of

authority she needed, she says, "Everyday I wore a big thick
bulky blue sweater over my plain dark skirt and white blouse.
I buttoned up the sweater so I would look bigger!"
Miss Anne taught at Chosea Springs School for two years.
Near the end of her second year, some of the older boys at
I

I

1

school asked her if she would be back the next year.
quickly responded,
teach

two

years

''No,

and

I

I won't.
kept my

She

I promised my father I'd
promise.

I'd

rather cut

sassafras roots than put up with you another year."
The twinkle in her kind dark eyes diluted the sting of
her reply.

They had walked home with her on many occasions,

and they had sensed her longing for freedom from the confining
schoolroom.
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My grandmother did not teach school again; however, she
was an extraordinary teacher for eighty more years.
i i

i

She

taught her children a great respect for learning which they,
in turn,

passed on to their children.

grandchildren

are

teachers.

greatest encourager.

We

Many of Granny's

consider

her

to

be

our

We always knew, because Granny said so,

that teachers are special.
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Daddy's Red Truck
Daddy's red Dodge truck sits in the backyard under the
tree

where

inventions.

Daddy

worked

in

the

shade

on

projects

and

The old truck had belonged to Preacher Harris who

had driven that truck to his favorite fishing hole long after
he could not see well enough to avoid hitting obstacles like
fence posts or stop signs.
truck from the Preacher.

Daddy sort of inherited that old

The widow told Daddy, "The Preacher

always wanted you to have his truck.
Of course, Daddy wanted to buy it.

Do you want to buy it?"
He would never offend the

Preacher or his widow.
The truck had a unique red and rust color.
through the red at every dent and scratch.

Rust showed

It required a

major overhaul to be drivable--and then Daddy was the only one
who understood it well enough to drive without jerking along.
Daddy drove that truck all around the country, although
he

carefully

avoided

busy

thoroughfares

or

places

where

policeman might be looking for vehicles unfit for use on the
highways.

Daddy would not consider getting a new truck.

could afford one.

I,

He

"You deserve better," we children told him.

He drove that truck past my house often.
the sound that Daddy was passing by.

I could tell by

If I looked toward the

road, I would see him in his faded gray Sears & Roebuck work
shirt and equally faded gray cap.

His work-worn hands were

guiding the steering wheel, and his suntanned left elbow was
protruding from the window of the dented driver's side door.

i
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When he could no longer see well enough to drive,

he still

drove that red truck as if it were his one hold on life as he

I,

knew it when he was strong and healthy.
Daddy's red truck sits in the backyard where Daddy worked
in the shade on projects and inventions.

We parked it there

on the day Daddy quietly slipped away from us at a time when
he was home alone--we didn't expect him to leave so soon.
People say, "Why don't you sell that truck?
before it becomes an eyesore!"

I,
I

Never!

Give it away

It's Daddy's truck.

I AM
I
I
I
I
I
I

am a good dancer and scared of the future.
wonder what it feels like to see the earth from outer space.
hear my biological clock ticking and I don't want to listen.
see broken hearts everywhere I look.
want to wake up in Paris, lace curtains dancing at my window.
am a good dancer and scared of the future.

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend to be happy all of the time.
feel contempt for the moral majority.
touch the wings of angels,
worry about dying alone and scared,
cry when I see unloved animals-abandoned.
am a good dancer and scared of the future,

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand the sun rises in the east.
say that love is elusive.
dream about being content.
try to be a good person.
hope that I find a home.
am a good dancer and scared of the future.
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Bouquet Of Victims
I survey my class of broken flowers and cry.
it seems too much for me.

Sometimes

They require so much nurturing, and

I, the one who had to resort to buying silk plants because
every plant I buy dies, am entrusted with their care.

Their

heads droop as they enter the classroom, petals wilted and
neglected.
Susans;

My flower garden of students:

insect-infected

hydrangeas;

crushed black-eyed

delicate

Queen

Anne's

lace; thorn-covered roses; beautiful but strangling wisteria;
suffer from the neglect of a world in which they were planted
by apathetic or malevolent gardeners.
forgotten and left untended.

Seeds strewn and then

No scarecrows were provided to

protect these young shoots as they struggled to sprout and
blossom

in

the

sunlight.

Their

tender

young

destroyed, devoured by night-crawling rodents.

buds

were

These floral

jewels require nutrients--sunlight, laughter, tenderness-their
childhoods returned to them.
My tears

fall--useless--in

this

nursery.

Salt-water

provides no nourishment for this bouquet of victims.
So I dry my eyes and smile and give my blessed blossoms
love.
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Precipitation
Nancy cringes as his words rain down upon her, drowning
her.

The waves of pain break gently;

the softness of his

voice does nothing to temper the pain.
She thinks, ''God, why is it so damn humid out tonight?
I feel as if I'm suffocating in this god-awful car!"
Rick's
undermining

voice
the

pounds
attempt

unrelentingly
she

makes

into

to

her

ignore

brain,
him

and

concentrate on the song on the radio.
"I don't know, it's like I feel hooked.
guys around here call it.

That's what the

I just feel I'm expected to call at

certain times, and I can't do what I want to do.

I don't know

what I want anymore."
She stares through the rain-streaked window searching for
something to focus on.

There!

That star!

little star ... but she knows it won't work.

Twinkle, twinkle
She already wished

on a star just after sunset (before the clouds appeared and
darkened the sky), and now the magic is used up for tonight.
Nancy doesn"t trust herself to look at him yet.
think, what to say.

Think,

How- to undo what is about to happen?

What is she supposed to say?
"You' re not mad, are you babe?
you?

Talk to me Nancy.

You understand ..• don't

Please don't

just stare out the

window."
She traces the patterned tracks of water as they cascade
down the windshield and feels her eyes fill with tears.

They
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spill over and the mascara she had so expertly applied four
hours ago leaves black patterns of liquid reflection on the
soft curves of her cheeks.

me.

"Oh no, please don't cry baby.

What's wrong?

You know I can't stand tears.

Please talk to me.

don't want to hurt you.

1

i!

You know that don't you.

But Nancy isn't listening any longer.
shooting star.

Talk to
I

Nancy ... ?"

She has seen a

A shooting star's magic is always good and

even more powerful than the first star of the evening.

i

i

i

"I wish ... I wish," Nancy whispers to the night, "I wish
I could meet a man who will care for me forever and ever."
Turning toward Rick she smiles through her tears and
says, "I' 11 be okay. BE!ih~ase 11).fikVimeilnsme now."
I survey my class of broken flowers and cry.
it seems too much for me.

Sometimes

They require so much nurturing, and

I, the one who had to resort to buying silk plants because
every plant I buy dies, am entrusted with their care.

Their

heads droop as they enter the classroom, petals wilted and
neglected.

I

Su sans;

My flower garden of students:

insect-infected

hydrangeas;

crushed black-eyed

delicate

Queen

Anne's

lace; thorn-covered roses; beautiful but strangling wisteria;
suffer from the neglect of a world in which they were planted
by apathetic or malevolent gardeners.
forgotten and left untended.

Seeds strewn and then

No scarecrows were provided to

protect these young shoots as they struggled to sprout and
blossom

in

the

sunlight.

Their

tender

young

buds

were
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destroyed, devoured by night-crawling rodents.

These floral

jewels require nutrients--sunlight, laughter, tenderness-their
!

I

childhoods returned to them.
My

tears

fall--useless--in

this

nursery.

Salt-water

provides no nourishment for this bouquet of victims.
So I dry my eyes and smile and give my blessed blossoms
love.

I'

I

i

I
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Deserted Amid Thorned Mesquite

,

I

i

I
I '

I.

My sister is molting in Austin
soft-shell season in the Lone Star State.
Beware steel-toed cowboy boots.
Lethal spurs
glint
on the heels of suitors
dancing the two-step
on an unprotected heart.
Her marriage
outgrown shed skin
blew
like a tumbleweed
into the desert.
Leaving her defenseless.
Vulnerable pink flesh
exposed and raw
burns
blisters
in the hot Texas sun.
I long to salve her wounds.
Soothe her tender skin
with Alabama rain
soft
cool.
Provide sanctuary,
while she regenerates
her shell.
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SHADES OF GREY
Brilliant, sparkling fireworks, exploding nocturnal flowers
vibrant purples, reds and oranges
stained the nights with fire
when we were married.
You smothered trying to keep them burning
so you left.
And all the colors of life d
i
e

d.
All that remains are shades of grey.
Blinded eyes
black shroud of sadness
obscures all light.
Survival ... desolate entombment.
Darkened eyes
cataracts of unshed tears
cloud my vision.
Existence ..• misted slate.
Shielded eyes
opaque veil of sorrow
shadowed sight.
Life ... ashen haze.
Bleak
eclipse
ending.
Somnolent eyes
delicate webs of pain
pearled, dove soft light
Dawn ... pastel watercolors
Emerging.

I AM
I
I
I
I
I
I

am a quiet person who eats pineapple upside-down cake.
wonder why the balance in my checkbook is never right.
hear boisterous voices arguing inside of me.
see visions of sugarplums dancing in my head.
want to weigh the weight listed on my driver's license.
am a quiet person who eats pineapple upside-down cake.

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend to have no problems.
feel like I am caught up in a whirlwind.
touch stars in my dreams.
worry about everything, but worrying never helps.
cry at weddings and sad movies.
am a quiet person who eats pineapple upside-down cake.

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand that people who win on "Jeopardy" are extremely smart.
say success breeds success.
dream about giant spiders crawling in my hair.
try to be patient and kind.
hope I am a good teacher.
am a quiet person who eats pineapple upside-down cake.
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A Father's Advice to His Daughter

She made one last check in the mirror before it was time.
As she was making a final adjustment to that "cow-lick" that
would never lie down, she saw her father's reflection behind
her.

He was fidgeting and seemed a little nervous.

She began

remembering that seemingly silly story her father had told her
so many times before.

A story about choosing a mate.

"Once there lived a very foolish old man," her father
would always begin.

"One day the man went into the forest to

search for the perfect Christmas tree.

He soon found a very

handsome tree, but thought to himself that he could find an
even better one if only he went a
woods.

little deeper into the

A little later, the man found another.

This one was

much larger than the first, but the man decided he needed to
look further.
beautiful,

huge

He searched on.
pine.

This

Finally,
tree

breathtaking he had seen all day.

was

the man found a
by

far

the

most

The man considered this

one, but thought that if he went just a little deeper into the
woods he would surely find an even better tree than this.

The

man walked on, but soon found himself on the other side of the
forest, all alone, with no Christmas tree.''
Her

father

placed

his

hand

bringing her back to the present.

I

gently

on

her

shoulder

She smiled as she took his

arm and their eyes met for a long moment.

They took a deep

breath as they turned to ' make their way toward the doors.
They both hoped she had chosen wisely as they took the first
step down the aisle together.
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On Being a Teacher
or
I Don't Buy My Groceries at the Grocery Store
' i

As a young teacher I prided myself for being able to
relate very well to my students.
'

i

I

I

tried to be

"hip,

11

understand their teen-age jargon, and know· the difference
I

between Kool Moe D and LL Cool J.

I thought I was doing very

well until one particular weekend.

I was moving into a new

apartment and had been working hard all day.
graciously lending me a hand.
starving.

My boyfriend was

We were hot,

sweaty,

and

We decided to run to the grocery store to pick up

something to eat.

I knew I looked bad--no make-up on, slicked

back hair, and wearing a sorority T-shirt with a hole in the
left sleeve.

Tim looked much better, however.

He had on cut-

up jeans, a Coors Light cap, and a rowdy Gamecock T-shirt.
Hey, we were only going to the grocery store.
As I was leaning over the frozen foods freezer trying to
pick out the perfect Lean Cuisine entrees, I heard a voice
from behind.

'
"
j

"Miss Mitchell?"
I breathed deeply as I turned to face the voice which
could only belong to a student.
''Miss Mitchell?

Is that you?''

"Why, yes, Jill, it is.

I,

How are you?"

"What are you doing here?"
"Oh, I'm just buying a few groceries."
"Why?"
"Excuse me?"
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"Why?"
"Well, I needed some food."
"And you mean you buy your food at the grocery store?"
"Well, of course.
"This is weird.

Where else would I buy food?"

I thought all teachers ate in the school

cafeteria."
"Not on the weekends, Jill.

Teachers don't live at the

school."
"They don't?"
I was flabbergasted.

"I only work at school,

I have a

home just like you."
"Wow!

Well, uh, I, uh, I gotta go.

See ya Monday, Miss

Mitchell."
I
really

left the grocery store a
thought

no

more

following Monday that

I

chance meeting with Jill.

about

little embarrassed,
it.

It

recognized the

wasn't
full

but I

until

the

impact of my

I walked into my first period class

a little curious about why it was so quiet.

I called roll

without even having to stop once to fire a "shut-up-or-die"
look.

I was about to embark on a stimulating talk on the

beauty of semi-colons when I saw a hand go up.
"Miss Mitchell,

I heard you were at the grocery store

this weekend."
11

"Yes, Joe."

Yes, I was."

"Why?"
"Excuse me?"
"Why?" Joe asked again.
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"Yeah, why weren't you at home grading papers?" Derrell
asked,
"Or making out tests?" added Misty,
Krystal chimed in, "I heard you were with a man,

Who was

he?"
''Just a friend,'' I said,
"But you're not married are you?" inquired Matt,
"Well, no but .... "
Someone interrupted,

"I heard she was buying beer and

cigarettes and reading a National Enquirer,"
"Wait just one minute,

We did not come to school today

to discuss how I spent my weekend."
Sensing my growing anger Joe said, "But we just thought
that teachers ate in the school cafeteria,''
"It may surprise you, but teachers do not live at school.
We are people just like you.

We watch T,V., have houses of

our own, have pets, have friends, go to the mall, and buy our
groceries at the grocery store,''
"Wow!" everyone exclaimed in unison.
I

couldn't believe what

I

was

Did students

hearing.

actually believe teachers lived at school?

Did they think we

were robots with no life whatsoever outside of the classroom?
I took my confusion to a teacher across the hall.
veteran of 25 years.

If anyone could help me, she could,

related my story to Mrs. Johnston.
when

she

giggled

indignation,

She was a

after

I

had

I

I became slightly annoyed

finished.

I

expressed

my
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''So it finally happened.'' Mrs. Johnston said.
"What happened?"
"They found out."
"They found out what?"
"That you are a real person."
I didn't understand.

i '

''Why wouldn't they think I was a

real person?"
"Because you're a teacher."
I was only getting more frustrated.

"Mrs. Johnston,

I

don't understand what you are talking about."
"Listen, Dear.

You are a teacher.

you sleep, eat, or go to the bathroom.

Students don't think
They believe you love

all children and grade papers on Saturday nights,

You don't

listen to music, have friends, or go to the grocery store."
"But why?

Don't they understand I'm a human being?" I

asked.
"No!

You're only a teacher.

It confuses them to think

that you were once a teen-ager or that you have parents.

If

they see you as a person, they may realize you have feelings,
and then they would really be confused!"
"Oh, I think I understand."
"Good.

Just

don't

worry

everyone sooner or later.
I

was

buying boxer shorts

laughed as she walked out,
wear underwear either."

about

it.

It

happens

to

It happened to me in K-Mart while
for my husband,"

Mrs.

Johnston

"You know we're not supposed to
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I sat back and sighed.

I guess Mrs. Johnston was right.

It was much easier for my students to think of me only as a
teacher and not as a human being.

I heard somewhere once that

a good teacher is like a candle, consuming itself in order to
light the way for others.

I suppose that is true,

I don't

really mind if my students don't see me as a person, as long
as they know I am a good teacher.

I AM

)i
I

am professional and caring.

I wonder each year about students who've chosen me,

who want to read, to think, to write.
hear rumors of apprehension mixed with dread
and questions of "Can I do this? Is it hard?"
I see solemn, intent faces with borrowed maturity,
serious faces digesting every word as gospel.
I want to ease their worries, to say
"Relax. Together, we write to win."
am
professional and caring.
I
I

i

I
I
I
I

I
I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

I
I

pretend to be tough and demanding;
much of their success depends on me.
feel a bit uneasy wearing such a mask,
and soon it slips and quickly falls.
touch a shoulder here, an arm there,
to say I believe, I trust, I love,
worry about squelching that young spirit,
the soul of one just beginning.
cry for them when there is no one to see me
because their needs are many.
am professional and caring.
understand that they are fragile beings
who need the push that also supports.
say positive things because I really mean them,
because they're true, and because they're needed.
dream they cherish Shakespeare and Faulkner
and venture daringly to Chopin and to Joyce.
hope to strengthen them for the bumps ahead
and to open them for moments of tenderness.
hope I've made some little bit of difference
to help them grow and learn and feel and be,
am professional and caring.
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The Battle of the Sexes Renewed

Yearly,

I

face high school

seniors who turn off any

mention of English literature as "that stuff."

What could

I, only an English teacher, ever know about real life that
would be of use to such sophisticated young people?

These

students presume to have a vast knowledge of cars,

music,

clothes, and the opposite sex.

In truth, they know something

about male-female relationships but are eager to learn much
more.

Could this then can be the key to literature?
As

standard

equipment

for

the

"battle,"

use

I

Christopher Marlowe's "The Passionate Shepherd to His Love"
and Sir Walter Raleigh's, "The Nymph's Reply to the Shepherd."
The

objective

literature

is

and

as

to

examine

arguments

the

two

which

poems

as

illustrate

differences in communication between men and women.
activity

to

succeed,

I

draw

the

"battlelines"

adaptation of Aristotle's four basic points:

pieces
the

of

basic

F'or this
using

an

introduction

(proem), outline/narration (statement of case), proofs for and
against the case (the argument), and the summary (epilogue).
As an attention getter,

I begin the sess.lon exploring

stereotypes of men and women and repeating a joke about how
men and women communicate differently:
A group of scientists studied the time spent in
communication by boys and girls.
group of

Using a sample

five year olds -- probably because the
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behavior observed could be termed inherent at that
age rather than learned

they discovered that

little girls spent almost all of their time engaged
in conversation.

In contrast, little boys of the

same age appeared far less verbal.
than

half

of

conversation;

their
the

time

remainder

'I'hey spent less

engaged
was

in

spent

actual

producing

noises: "varoom, buuden, buuden, buuden."
'l'o even the

tone,

I

explain that scientists also studied

children immediately following birth.

Guess which part of

little girls was in constant motion?
After the laughter ends, I announce that we are going to
examine two classic poems with this communication gap in mind.
I explain the rules:
1,

Students work in two groups: men ("The Passionate
Shepherd •.• ") versus women ( "The Nymph' fJ

••• ") •

2,

Each group reads the poem orally within the group.

3.

Each group elec:ts a cha.irperr,on who assigns the
following

topics

to

group members

to

study

and

formally present to all:
a.

Information about the author.

b.

~xplanation/paraphrase of each stanza.

c.

Rhyme, meter, and tone.

d.

Figurative language.

e.

Basic arguments of the poem.

f.

A specific, modern situation similar to poem.
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I '

4,

No one else may speak while another has the floor.

5•

A

person

wishing

to

speak

must

stand

to

be

recognized by the chairperson before addressing the
groups.
6.

After the presentations, each side formulates three
questions for the other group to answer.

8.

Questions

and

answers

may

be

cheered

and/or

applauded,
After the groups are given 10-15 minutes to prepare the
presentation, the desks are rearranged, one half facing the
other half,

Each side presents, and then the groups huddle

briefly to formulate their questions.

After a few minutes,

they reconvene to question and answer.
In final summary, I tell the class about Deborah Tannen"s
book You
Just Don't Understand and read a few lines from the
- --book,

lines

which

communication.

further

illustrate

the

differences

in

The students' assignment is to reflect on what

has been discussed and to come to class the next day prepared
to express themselves in writing,

On writing day, students

are

own

encouraged

to

select

their

t.op.ics

related

to

communication and to develop their essays using various modes:
examples, comparison/ contrast, classification, narration, etc.
They must be careful to avoid generalizations they cannot
support.
Of course, the modern day situation .is usually the spark
that .ignites the groups, and each year I

am amazed at the
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success of this activity with seniors.

Sometimes they want to

continue the argument into the next day, or I hear them still
bantering on their way down the hall,

Other teachers jokingly

accuse me of enlivening the lunchroom atmosphere.

Student

comments after the unit include "Women should know what we
mean," or "Men haven't changed a bit."

The best part is that

students themselves teach the poems, they realize the timeless
themes

contained

in

literature,

and

they

become

actively

involved in poems which they formerly considered boring or
dated.
at

some

No longer am I the source of notes to be regurgitated
later test date.

I

can assume

the

role

facilitator as students guide their own learning.

of

the

Maybe my

sophisticated seniors are right; they really do know quite a
bit about the important things,
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Effective Writing

The purposes and benefits of writing are many.

To the

individual writer, the written word often becomes the means
for self examination of thoughts and ideas.

It is a funnel

for the outpouring of those things that, as my grandmother
used to say, "get in the bed with us."
cathartic,

writing

becomes

an

Whether therapeutic or

extension

of

self,

often

reaching, hoping to communicate to a changing audience.
do people write?

Writing definitely compares to exhaling.

Why
It

is the natural reaction to the assimilation of knowledge and
ideas, and it, other than being necessary for life, definitely
makes a person more comfortable.
First, the teacher who intends to teach writing must
establish an organized, "safe" atmosphere and a comfortable
emotional environment that invites the student to trust his
own thoughts and to risk new ideas.
may

not

realize

his/her own life.

the abundance

Many times the student

of writing material within

Even William Faulkner once remarked,

"I

just write about people."
•ro teach writing, a teacher must also teach a student to
think beyond the surface level.

If the student can learn to

examine, to reflect, to challenge, he/she can then become a
good writer.
writer must
observation.

Because good writing depends on content, a good
have knowledge,

a

message,

an opinion,

or an

Above all, the writer must know far more than
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he can ever put on paper.
paucity
''

of

information;

Good writing does not stem from a
it

evolves

from

an

abundance

of

knowledge or observations from which only the most pertinent
are used.

Therefore,

the good writer is well prepared by

reading, observing, and thinking before the actual words begin
to appear on the paper.
The next important thing about writing is the recognition
that writing is an active process.
is of divine inspiration,

Although some good writing

the writing itself happens only

after time is spent in close confinement working and reworking
thoughts on paper.

Most writing requires hard work and an

investment of time and mental energy that varies from person
to

person.

processors,

While
pens,

writers

write

dictaphones,

in

pencil

many
stubs,

writers practice and practice and practice.
to chance:

modes
etc.),

(word
good

Nothing is left

words, phrases, and sentences are examined for

clarity and succinctness.
edited over and over.

Many times, copies are revised and

Thus, the good writer is a practicing

writer and editor.
Currently, the major emphasis on the writing process is
simply a

concrete way to

natural writer goes through.

i

'' ''

enable a

imitate the mental

procedures a

Using the process can literally

non-writer to become a wri.ter.

While some good

writing does emanate from a talent or gift, the process can be
utilized to make

any writing more effective.

Therefore,

perhaps the best term to use in judging writing is not good
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but effective,

Thus, writing can range from colloquial to

technical and still be effective,
major

A

in

step

beginning

considering audience and purpose.
between

informative

However,

to

some

and

a

all

of

writing

is

This causes a demarcation

persuasive

extent,

piece

and

effective

creative
writing

writing.
must

be

creative (to mold the reader's attention) and persuasive (to
change

the

reader's

opinion) .

Good writing is

writing--writing that accomplishes a purpose:

effective

invites anger,

calms tension, gives information, etc.--and most often this is
writing that is read and reread because it has been subjected
to careful, thoughtful editing and revision.

When the piece

of writing finally evinces the same response from the reader
as

from

the author,

proofreading,

that piece is

"finished,"

except

for

It is this final step that gains credibility

for much writing.

While proofreading is no substitute for

content and editing, many errors in a paper can detract from
its content or obscure its purpose.
All in all, the most effective writing evolves, rather
than happens.
breathes

and

It communicates without dictciting.
indeed

seems

to

be

a

living

It almost

entity.

This

effective writi.ng does not eid.st without command of language,
style, content, and a lot of hard but rewarding work.
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Beach Dreams

Wet sand oozes roughly through my toes
while breakers sting and bite my thighs.
Receding foam fuzzes against dangling arms
as I taste the salty liquid.
I hoist myself on the slippery float,
and it plays games with me.
Scorching sun beats the moisture on my back,
activating unseen salt to blister and burn.
Unrelenting, insistent waves methodically
shove me, release me, shove me, release me.
Together, the waves and float grate,
then thump the rising sea floor.
I cast a long look at the azure horizon
and see the ghostly galleons
That the infinite sea still holds.

I

I

'

I
\

I

I AM
I
I
I
I
I
I

am a weird and wonderful woman.
wonder what will become of me.
hear the grass growing.
see the music playing.
want to become cosmic.
am a weird and wonderful woman.

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend to know a lot.
feel my head swimming.
touch the minds of students.
worry that I will fail them.
cry when I believe I have.
am a weird and wonderful woman.

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand my shortcomings.
say that I don't have many but that's a facade.
dream for the day I will find unity in myself.
try to overcome my faults.
hope I have the strength.
am a weird and wonderful woman.
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The See Rock City Blues
Bernice should have known something was afoot when her
horoscope
vexation.
month."

read,

"A

person

close

to

you

will

cause

you

A trip may be in order toward the end of the
But she had been reading her horoscope in the Jackson

Register for fifty some-odd years, and it had never been right
yet.

. She read the Register from front to back most days,

though,

even

Mr.

Goren's

bridge

rules

and

little

league

scores, when she had never played cards or seen a baseball
game.

She had even picked around on the cross-word puzzles,

never going beyond fourteen across or twenty down.

How could

she know that something in the newspaper would actually apply
to her?
That evening after she had read her horoscope, Bernice
sat in the Lazy Boy, dimly illuminated in a honey-colored pool
of

light cast by the

floor

lamp beside her.

'l'he remote

control lay in her lap awaiting Lawrence Welk re-runs.

The

shadows in the corners of the room seemed to pool, take shape
and reach fingers toward her.

She shivered.

Even flipping

through the bathroom pages of the Sears S, Roebuck did not
allay her jitters.
"Now what did he say?" asked her sister, sixty-nine-yearold Florence, standing at the kitchen door, her nightgown on
backwards, still with ear-bobs clipped on.

"Try as I might,

I can't remember."
"He said," repeated Bernice for the fiftieth time that
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day,

"that you have Alzheimer's.

lapses are normal.

That these little memory

'I'hat you have nothing to worry about."

She dog-earred the bathroom page that featured sink skirts,
even

though

they

already

had

a

fuschia

one

in

the

tiny

bathroom in the back.
"Alz--what?"
''Don't worry, Flo, it's nothing.''
Her sister disappeared, and she heard her banging around
in the kitchen, slamming cabinet doors and clinking glassware.
She appeared at the door again with a bowl of cornflakes,
dry, chocolate chips on top.

Her face was drawn,

sere and

full of anguish.
"What's the matter?"
"Well, a lot," said Florence.

''A hell of a lot.

just going to remember less and less, right'l"

I'm

She had looked

grey lately, her white hair seamlessly joining the paleness of
her face,

relieved only by hollow smudges around her eyes,

nose and mouth.

The disease was washing her out,

thought

Bernice, like water color running in rivulets down the paper,
Suddenly, she hurled the bowl, spoon and all onto the
floor.

Cornflakes flew.

Paw, the cat, batted irivolously at

one of the errant chocolate chips.

Bernice clasped the remote

control, as if it could somehow actually work in her life-switch her to another channel, remove her from this scene to
another.
Florence

crumpled

to

the

living

room

floor,

hands
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clutching her cheeks, infant-like,

Her face was drawn into a

rictus of grief, almost like a smile,

Bernice stayed where

she was, still leery of this new being before her,

After all,

this was alien, this new Florence, the one without a brain.
Above her on the wall was a picture of the smiling Jesus.
She'd never liked that picture.
"Get up

form there,

insincerity in her voice.

Flo,

now,"

said Bernice,

a

calm

"What a mess,"

But the woman slumped, weeping, then stretched out, face
down on the nappy carpet, sobbing loudly, then curled into the
fetal position, belching her grief, her hands in fists at her
breasts,
"I should have known," Flo said between sobs,
couldn't remember where WalMart put the garden hoses.

"when I
I must

have been down that aisle four thousand times, Bernice!"

She

continued to cry, her body constricting in the agony, as if
she were being flogged.
Finally, Bernice could stand no more.

Pulling her legs

forward to bend the stiff recliner, she got up and attempted
to pull her sister upright.

'rhe woman was immovable,

hands like claws, her body stiff like petrified wood.
doctor had spoken to her of this:

her
The

sometimes these people are

catatonic, he had said.
"Oh,
sister.

please,

please,

please,

please,"

whimpered

her

"Don't let this be happening to me."

Bernice lay with her on the floor, cradling her, smelling
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I.

I

I

her rank, old woman smell.

When had that happened?

Yesterday

they had been young.
"I'll take care of everything," she said, really meaning
it.
"Bernice,"

said her sister suddenly,

expression perfectly lucid.

sitting up,

her

It was one of those "I want you

to do something for me" looks.

Bernice frowned.

''No, Flo, absolutely not.''
"But, yes, Bernice!

Absolutely yes.

You must."

"What?"
Her sister lay back,

her eyes dreaming.

"Now is the

time, Bernice, when last wishes are granted.''
"Oh, no," said Bernice quickly.
"Oh, yes, Bernice.

"No way."

Don't the condemned get a last wish?

Isn't this disease entitled to that,

at least?

After all

these years with you, don't I deserve that, at least?"
Bernice got up,

hauling her overweight

frame

into an

upright position, osteoporosis creaking alphabetically through
her spine.

She wanted bed rest desperately--why couldn't

someone take her away immediately to a nursing home'l
them

that

they'd

never

had

caretake in their later years.

hapless

child.c·e,1,

Damn

forced

to

But no, she and Florence had

been involuntary partners, like Siamese twins joined at the
heart, hating and loving at the same time.

******************
They drove along the silver cord of I-59, from Meridian
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to

'l'uscaloosa,

from

Birmingham to

Fort

Payne,

then

in

a

straight shot north to Chattanooga, mile after mile of lush
i

I,

green Southern landscape, August mists rising up after a cool
shower on hot ground.

It was a grey day.

Bernice did not drive well.

She could not sit for long,

as if her coccyx were perched at a belligerent angle, sullen
and vengeful.

She thought of her body as her enemy here

lately, even though at one time it had been her friend.

She

had been a seductive and frolicsome woman in her day.
At the Huddle House,

adjacent to

the Holiday

Chattanooga her sister poured sugar over her eggs
container sitting on the table.

Inn

in

from a

The waitress, her jet-black

hair lying flat under a hair net, look on solemnly.
"This must be what you ordered," said Florence,
switching her plate with Bernice's.

"I don't like it."

Bernice looked down at the congealed eggs, under a cake
of

sugar.

She was

missing Lucy

and Dezi

in

the

famous

episodes where they traveled to Los Angeles dragging Fred and
Ethel along with them.
It was pitch black outside as they walked to the motel.
Florence seemed to veer off every so often, as if she had a
vision all her own.

Bernice was angry at that.

The next morning, Florence's bed was empty, rumpled but
empty.

Bernice moved pillows and blankets, trying to find her

body anywhere.

Panic streamed through her like quick-silver,
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all

the

guilt

and

resentment

turning

to

single-minded

penitence, promising all kinds of things to God that could
never be delivered, even if she had half-way believed in God,
"Well,

she's

herself saying.
nightgown.
asleep.
me,

old,

Officer,

she

found

"Grey headed, and, well--old--probably in a

I know,

I know--I shouldn't have been so sound

But I was tired.

sixty-four,

about seventy,"

I drove eight hours yesterday, and

with fussy bones."

And,

yet,

nothing she

could say to herself or anyone seemed to expiate her guilt.
Later, in desperation, she drove to Rock City, following
the signs carefully, as she had done her whole life, winding
up and up, into the modest Tennessee mountains, morning sum
burning away the oppressing mists of fog,

low-lying clouds

giving themselves up to overpowering luminescent rays.
"You're almost our first customer today," said the alert
young man at the ticket booth.

He took her money, eyeing the

car-loads of tourists behind her, in their station wagons and
vans,

license

plates

including Camida.

reading

every

state

of

the

union

"Enjoy," he said, waving her on.

There is a point at Rock City where three states meet:
'l'ennessee, Georgia, and Alabama.

It is on a high, windswept

promontory, almost isolated from the crass commercialism of
the area, sure to awe even the most hardened tourist.

It is

a vista in the purest sense of the word, lands spreading into
the farthest corners of the earth, shrouded in mists of rain,
sunlight and dew, carpets of green and grey unfolding like an
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intricate, exotic piece of fabric, forever and forever.
It

was

there

that

Bernice

found

Florence,

standing

straight in her nightgown, her grey hair floating away from
her face in long tendrils, tossed by the wind.
stand

on

a

tiny,

jutting

outcrop,

her

She seemed to

arms

folded

and

resolute, her face turned into the sun defiantly.
"Florence?" said Bernice.

"Are you all right?"

"Look, Bernice," she replied, her voice authoritative and
deep.

She encompassed her little sister in her protective

arms.

"Look how far we can see.

there's--"
paused.

she

paused

again.

There's--" she pause,
"And

there's--"

"And

again

she

And yet her arm raised, her finger pointed, sure and

definitive.
There was on her face a sheen of inexpressible joy--as if
the words she had forgotten were now unimportant, mere asides
she could do without,
Bernice

looked

out

over

the

landscape,

g.r.een

hills

defiant of state boundaries, stretching for thousm1ds of miles
into the horizon.

Clutching her sister tightly, she kissed

her face until their tears mingled and then evaporated in the
early morning sun.

i! ''

r

I AM
I
I
I
I
I
I

am a tough guy who's very emotional.
wonder should strong men really cry.
hear the cry of whipoorwills on a lake at night,
see my son as a young man.
want a Ranger bass boat.
am a tough guy who's very emotional.

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend I'm a Major League ball player.
feel the pressures of life's decisions.
touch my own lot beneath my feet.
worry about how I'll spend my retirement days.
cry when I see friends hurting.
am a tough guy who's very emotional.

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand that God controls all things.
say, "God has the answer."
dream of one day retiring at the river.
try to live a Christian life.
hope people miss me when I'm gone.
nm a tough guy who's very emot.iom,l.
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A "Real" Date
As a high school junior, just turning sixteen, I felt my
life would not be complete until I had my first "real" date-the kind where you polish your car, shine your shoes, pick up
your date, and go spend a lot of money.

My first date was not

exactly that way.
Hobyn

and

approximately

I

six

had

enjoyed

months.

a

Since

school
her

courtshi.p

parents

for

were

very

conservative, she couldn't go out until she reached sixteen.

I longed to go on a "real" date.

Spending Friday and Saturday

nights hanging out at the local store with the guys was not my
idea of date life,
When
Robyn

the

I

and

'l'hanksgiving
em:ited!
wearJ.ng

chastity-belt parents
were

allowed

service

at

a

to

f 1.nally turned

attend

neighboring

a

loose,

community-wide

church.

I

was

so

I dressed up (being conservative myself and 11ever
jeans to church)

Lmtton·-·down

shirt.

I

in my f,1vorite

jumpc1d in my old

"knit"
Pontiac

,1lacks and
and :raced

nc:r:0~1s Choc~colocco Creek to the small community called Iron
J rGmGn>krnr fee Ling proud,

<:.i ty,

finally qett.i.ng to pick her

up i.n my car!
When :r fl.rri ved, l spied her ft,t.hm:, try1ng to avoid me,
sitting across the road at the gas station.

"Apparently he's

afr,d.d t.o meet me." The thought compounded my arrogance,
headed up the highway laughing and making small tall<.
Li

f'tbPH

Creak

We

About

m.inv.tes later, we arrived at the srnc1ll, brick ll/ances

Baptist

Church.

Since

this

was

a

commu11ity-wide
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service, there was no place to park, and the sanctuary was
packed.

We were also late.

When we walked in, I noticed the extra chairs pl.aced in
the middle aisle.

They were full,

along with the pews.

I

began to look for a familiar face close to the back to squeeze
in next to.

While in my usual standing posture,

hands in

pockets, I recognized the smil.ing face of Larry and aslrnd if'
he had any room beside him.

He simply

He didn't answer.

looked at my date, loolrnd at me, ( my pr.ide abounded once more)
and whispered, "Your fly is open!"
As my head slowly and inconspicuously bowed forward,

I

discovered my fly, gaping open, like the mouth of a ten-pound
bass about to engulf its dinner.

I was perplexed!

grab the zipper and close it quickly?
Should I go outside?
and

I

ears.

directly

Should I do it slowly?

I could feel a blush svmeping my face

leaned

behind

Should I

me.

forward

and

turned

toward

Facing

the

direction

of

the

door

Lar:cy

and

pretending to make conversation, hoping to conceal Urn nction,
I quickly zipped my slacks.

In a panic,

I scrambled for n

I don't remember the sermon, only the horrible thoughts
I had during it:

Who had seen?

Since we were latc.i, what

would they think happened on the way here?

What would rny

deacon-friend, Larry, think?

Over the next few weeks, t.ho

events

less

of

the

date

embarrassing to me.

became

paramount

as

well

as

After nine years of marriage, Robyn and

I now sit and laugh, reminiscing about the "good old days" and
our first "real" date.
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I '

I!

I ',

I,
'

Wisdom

'

Ii
I
I

'

II I.

He is well read,
Knowing Faulkner, Williams, Hemingway and Twain.
I am shallow,
Knowing only Solomon.
In my eyes, The Canon is a tool of war;
In my professor's eyes, it is an old anthology.
I envy his great treasure,
But eternally I know and regret
That he may never come to teach me.
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The Boy and the Tree
As he wraps the sticky tar rag around me,
I remember when I was a mighty ash tree,
In the dark hollows, held tight in black sand.
Now I'm in lights, in a millionaire's hand.
Thousands are watching, and I should be proud.
He steps to the plate; he waves to the crowd.
All eyes are on him!
They are not on me.
After all, I am but a lowly ash tree.
With one massive swing he tosses me down,
And there lay I on the grassy green ground,
Forgotten by all, save one little boy,
Who picks me up with the greatest of joy.
He's proud to be here, just like me,
In the Maj or League, the boy and the tn1e.
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I.
!

The Red Pen Critic
Oh Beware! Ms, Dwiggins, of the red pen critic.
She offers simple suggestions, but they seem analytic.
Her subtle instructions:
"Freewrite, relax, express"
Bleed red like a stab wound, when you've done your best.
Fault-finding, mote-magnifying are the words of Twain
She covers your paper with a scarlet stain
Her razor is unfair, somewhat hyprocritic ....
Oh Beware! Ms. Dwiggins, of the red pen critic.
•rhere are many of her who play this bloody game;
'l'here are none of her whose slashes cut the same.

I I'

I
I

I

I

I

I AM

I

I

I
I
I
I
I
I

am a panther, black and sleek.
wonder why it's I they seek.
hear the clamor of the chase.
see the raging hunter's face.
want to stop, to rest, to sleep.
am a panther, black and sleek.

I
I
I
I
I
I

contemplate this human race.
feel a need to flee in haste.
touch the teardrop at my feet.
worry still; it's I they seek.
cry, "Manpanther, why weep?"
am a panther, black and sleek.

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand man's lusty moods.
say he slays for thrill, not food.
dream, Lord, "Sharp fangs, not wings."
try and stop - the pendulum swings.
hope, satiated, now to sleep.
am a panther, black and sleek.

/./

'____?,, .

·:J:>ie·; '
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Driving the Thesis Statement
The thesis statement is said to be like the motor of a
car or even the human brain in that it is the vital instrument
that guides and directs all other parts of the essay to their
destinations; and when it is strong and functioning properly
it provides sufficient power to all other facets of the essay
with timely accuracy.
degree

of

its

When it is deficient,

deficiency

is

in

direct

however,

proportion

to

the
the

existence and strength of its components.
While
approach

the
to

thesis
his

statement

subject

and

identifies
suggests

the
a

writer's

conclusion,

understanding its function and its value is an integral part
of essay writing, particularly in the drafting stages when it
must

change

anytime

the

direction

of

the

paper

changes.

Students' essay writing would therefore be greatly enhanced if
they recognized

and

utilized

the

power manifested

in

the

thesis statement.
To be effective, the thesis statement must
1.

Accurately represent what is being discussed

2.

Be clear and concise

3.

Limit the scope of the discussion (sufficiently narrowed
to be covered in the allowed time and space)

4.

Take a stand (even to the point of being argumentative)
If any of the above components are missing or weak, the

engine is operating at reduced power.

Imagine an automobile

not being able to negotiate a small incline in the highway

I

I'

I

!

i
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because the number five and number six spark plugs are not
firing.
The effective thesis statement guides the essay along its
designated path with deliberation and purpose, and the writer
immediately recognizes the conclusion

I
I

1

of the journey.
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Mr. Charlie's Hands

While I was in high school, in the late 1950's, my two
brothers and I worked evenings for Mr. Charles Ferreri, who
owned several restaurants in our little Central Texas Town,
Mr. Charlie, as we affectionately called him, was a rotund man
whose

sparse white

hair

and

uneven

brown

resemble, at times, a cartoon character.

teeth

made

him

He would speak very

slowly with his heavy Italian accent, and he had difficulty
enunciating some words which caused him to spray the air for
a good two feet.
At mealtimes, Mr. Charlie would approach James and me
with a coin covered by his right palm asking us to "call it."
If we made the right call, he would buy the meal; otherwise,
we would pay the regular half-price,

We couldn't lose, and we

never did, but Mr. Charlie would only tip his palm so he alone
could see and say,

"Rats!

I lost again!"

James, who was

younger than I, always thought we made the correct call each
day for three consecutive years.

Charles (He called him Mr.

Ferreri because he thought "Mr. Charlie" was a racist term.),
the oldest, was never allowed to "call it."

"Sugarboy," as

Charles was called, took off work during football seasons, and
being an all-state guard, he was walked to work by a bevy of
girls and was at least ten minutes late each day.

Mr. Charlie

tolerated Charles only because he was our brother.
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During the eight-hour shift Mr, Charlie would insist that
James and I study at least one hour during "slow time."

If we

had to use the library or attend an academic program, we were
allowed to take his truck.

Charles was not allowed any of

these privileges,
If we didn't get all A's during any six-week period, Mr.
Charlie would be in the principal' s

office the

very next

school day; and his stubby white face was easily discernible
in the sea of black ones,

Earning less than all A's also

meant that we could not use his truck on Wednesday night when
we were

closed

and had

to

go

into a

three-way Wednesday

rotation with Charles for the family car.
Every Christmas, regardless of grades, James and I would
get

a

$50.00

bonus--Charles

got

nothing,

'rhat

was

a

tremendous sum, considering that my thirty-five cents per hour
was the highest salary at the restaurant.
Feeling close to Mr. Charlie was difficult for us, as we
were

separated

cultures.

by

two

generations

and

two

very

diverse

We were the only male employees in this restaurant

and the only blacks in the entire chain.

Nevertheless,

I

would routJ.nely ask rhetorically, "Mr. Charlie, why are you so
good to us?"

One day he finally decided to answer, and I was

not prepared for what followed,

"Take off your apron and

sit down,'' he said ''and I'll tell you why.
because he's too young."

Don't tell Jamesie
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As he scooted toward me, I took out my handkerchief, just
in case he

came within two

feet,

To ensure privacy,

stopped a mere twelve inches from my face and proceeded:

he

"The

stains,'' he said, looking down at his hands, ''they just won't
wash off,
I

They won't wash off my hands."

looked down at

his

stubby,

I wiped my face as

pale hands.

I

just didn't

understand.
"From counting money?"
He replied, disregarding my question:
was a busdriver in New York years ago,

"You know that I

Well, I was a driver

during the day, but at night I was a night-rider."
"A bus passenger?"
"No,

I

did terrible things to coloreds and Jews,"

he

replied with heavy, irradiant tears slowly dripping from his
white eye lashes,
Jewish

people

I was actually more shocked to learn that

(they were

still

white)

could

possibly

be

discriminated against,
I felt his anguish and his pain only because I was there
and was watching his obvious discomfort,

His

revelation,

however, did not matter much because I had always assumed that
all whites discriminated against blacks in one way or another,
just as blacks discriminated against whites, in their own way.
Both groups, I believed, co-existed only for the survival of
mankind,
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I embraced him, however, because I felt that he needed
me.
I did tell James, because we were very close, and I felt
he was certainly mature.

I was wrong.

James, in a rage I had

never before seen, spat out every foul name he could call Mr.
Charlie

(behind his back, of course).

It wasn't until the next morning,
events to my mother,
disclosure.

that I

when I

related the

recognized the gravity of the

She said, in her stern but low-keyed way, that

only a mixture of pain, atonement and the "holy spirit" would
motivate a person to voluntarily admit such a thing.
"He must really love y'all," she said.
I realized then that I loved him too.
Neither Mr.

Charlie nor

I

ever spoke on the subject

again, but whenever I was near, I would always look to see if
he were staring at his hands.
He died of cancer in 1962, and James and I sat with the
family, on both sides of his two sons, in that large, white,
white church that we had only seen from a distance.

Thirty

years later we still speak affectionately of Mr. Charlie and
his legacy of love and tolerance and expiation.

I

I

I
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Images
Listen as the waters rip
And hardened, ebon knuckles grip
Riveted board and weathered tub.
The weary, willowy Negress scrubs.
Behold the wavy hair of silk
And lips as sweet as Mother's milk.
Callous.ed hands embrace the tub
Reflecting images with the scrub.
Hear the litany of songs
As the burdened Negress moans
Echoing from the aged tub
Mirroring life as she scrubs.
See the bitter, salted tears
Of despair as two hundred years
Overflow the universal tub,
Invigorate the flow of suds.
See the wrinkled, troubled brow,
(Trembling lips ask for justice now.)
And knuckles torn from pain and strifeRetribution only after life.

I AM
I
I
I
I
I
I

am a contemporary mom with old-fashioned ideas.
wonder what my life would have been like in another time.
hear the clock ticking as I race for another appointment.
see today's busy lifestyles enveloping me.
want friends to love and understand.
am a contemporary mom with old-fashioned ideas.

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend I am my own mother baking homemade breads.
feel the world may be passing me by.
touch my daughter's dreams.
worry about what her future holds.
cry because of our lack of quality time together.
am a contemporary mom with old-fashioned ideas.

I
I
I
I
I
I

understand our world has changed over the years.
say, ''Are we really better off?''
dream of families who work and worship together.
try to instill a sense of responsibility in children.
hope future leaders will bring back respect to our nation.
am a contemporary mom with old-fashioned ideas.
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He's My Hero
,

My aunts and uncles on my dad's side of the family didn't
visit us very often since they lived so far away.

However,

some of my earliest recollections are of my Uncle Robert's
visits.

I remember a strong, handsome, young man who looked

a lot like my dad in a naval uniform.

For years I admired the

picture hanging in our hall that portrayed him so militantly.
Uncle Robert had been stationed in California, so he had to
travel a long way to visit his family back home when he was on
leave.
"Pick up your toys," Mom shouted.
minute!"

"He' 11 be here any

As I scurried about throwing toys into the wooden

toy box, my nose picked up the aroma of fried chicken and
apple pies.
brother came

Mom always cooked a generous meal when my dad's
for dinner.

This made his visits even more

special.
I helped my mom complete dinner by setting the table with
the matched set of dishes.
same pattern tonight.

All of the si.lverware was of the

Anyone would have thought that the

President was coming to dine.
Soon we heard a car pulling into the graveled driveway.
Dad came in the back door from his garage.

He had been

working on his old car that he referred to as "Nellie Bell"
which required daily repairs.

He washed the black grease from

under his fingernails and continued on to the front door.
moved closer to him in the doorway so that I

I

could get a
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better view.

A tall,

shiny, red sports car.
He

lifted me up off

red-haired bachelor emerged

from a

Mom, Dad, and I ran out to greet him.
the ground and spun me around,

then

covered my curly red locks with an oversized sailor's hat.
felt ten feet tall.

I

After a handshake and a manly-type hug,

Dad proceeded to get the luggage out of the trunk.

Uncle

Robert reached into the car as he said to me, "Brought you a
little something,

Sunshine.''

Out of what seemed to be a

magical car, he pulled a beautiful white rabbit.

He placed

the ball of fur with pink eyes into my arms.

I said, "Does this mean that he's mine?"
He replied,

"Well, yes, unless you know another little

girl who'd rather have him.''
I said, "Oh, no! I'll take very good care of him, and his

name will be Snowy because he's as white as snow."

As

I

cradled him in my arms, I walked toward the front door of our
small,

two-bedroom house,

feeling as

though

I

lived

in a

castle.
Inside I heard Uncle Robert ask Mom, "How's the little
one?"

I knew to whom he was referring.

sister.

He meant my new baby

I loved her dearly, but I didn't like the thought of

sharing my Uncle Robert.
The next morning, I awoke to the sound of hammers banging
noisily outside,

I quickly dressed and ran out to the side of

the garage where the commotion was going on.
Sunshine,"

Uncle

Robert

greeted me,

as

I

"Good morning,
looked

up

with
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interest.

Uncle Robert and Dad were building Snowy a house.

They used two different kinds of screened wire to cover the
sides.

One was really flimsy, and the other was very stiff.

Snowy would soon be moved from his cardboard box that sat
nestled in a corner in the kitchen to his new cage,

This was

to be his first real home.
When

the

building

project

was

finished,

Dad,

Uncle

Robert, and I went inside where Mom had piping hot biscuits
with ham, coffee, and juice.
headed back outside.

After the men had eaten, they

I followed a few steps behind, holding

Snowy close.
I remember noticing the shiny, red sports car parked in
the garage.

It looked out of place since that was where our

green Chevrolet Impala usually parked.

Uncle Robert noticed

me watching them from a distance as they continued to admire
the car.
said.

"Come on, Sunshine.

Let me show you my new toy," he

Reluctantly, I walked over to the garage.

Uncle Robert

set me in the driver's seat as he continued to stand in the
doorway

of

the

car.

Dad

sat

on

marveling at this piece of machinery.

the

passenger's

side,

Each of them took turns

pressing buttons and turning knobs, demonstrating all of the
car's features.
looking

lever.

humming

sound,

In a moment, Dad reached over to pull an oddSuddenly,
as

the

without

magnificent

backwards, exposing the sky.

warning,
rag

top

there
began

came

a

to move

I screamed and jumped out of the
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car.

My white tennis

shoes barely made contact. with the

crusty, brown dirt as I raced toward the house.
It being summer, the wooden door was open to welcome a
breeze anytime it decided to drop in.

Mom met me at the

screened door to see about the disturbance.

She wiped my

tears gently and took Snowy from my arms as she consoled mB
with tender words,

Shortly after, Uncle Robert appeared at

the door and entered with an apologetic look on his face.

He

seated himself in one of the turquoise dinette chairs as he
placed me on his lap.
on

the

car.

convertible."

It's

He said, "It's only the top moving back
made

to

do

that.

It's

called

a

He talked to me further and convinced me that

everything was all right.
Later, he took Dad and me for a ride in the convertible.
It was such fun!

I remember wanting all of my little friends

to see me.
In a few hours, he packed up his things.
over.

His visit was

He gently kissed my baby sister on the head, hugged my

mom as he thanked her for the meals, and nhook hands w.i th my

dad.

Then he said,

''I always save the best for last:.''

picked me up and spun me around one last time.
w.i th

tears

as

I

watched my naval

convertible gradually disappear.

He

My eyes filled

hero and the sh.i.ny,

reel
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......
Recently, a retired naval officer with a cunning smile
appeared at my door.

He wasn't driving a shiny,

vertible, but he was carrying a ruffled, red dress.

red conHe asked,

"How's the little one?"
I replied, "Fine.

I'll get her."

As she entered the living room and accepted his gift, he
said, "Happy Birthday, Little Sunshine."
up and spun her around.

Then he picked her
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My Sunflowers

Little seeds are planted
in my classroom in the fall.
Germinating begins soon after
and seedlings spring up quickly.
Carefully shaping them, I notice growth
as tender roots explore the soil.
I watch them seeking, stretching,
while leaves are reaching for answers.
One day a single bud appears.
Soon others follow,
Blossoming, blooming, yellow petals open wide,
ready for another's garden.

I.

I

I AM
I am a versatile woman who loves her professions:
education, music, and writing,
I dreamily wonder just how far in them I will go.
I hear the fog enveloping me,
I see clearly through the fog.
I am a versatile woman who loves her professions:
education, music, and writing,
I
I
I
I

pretend that I can make a difference,
feel that I already have and will continue to do so,
touch hearts, minds, and souls of people,
worry about the future of our country, democracy, the
safety of our children, and the future of our
profession.
I cry for the lack of compassion in the world,
I am a versatile woman who loves her professions:
education, music and writing,
I understand the complexity of life,
I say the only thing constant in life is change.
I dream of finding just one honest, loving, permanent man
I can call my own.
I try my best in everything I do and
with all people I get to know.
I hope I can continue to do good in this world,
I am a versatile woman who loves her professions:
education, music, and writing.

~ J . rJ~
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Invisible Woman
My heart burns,
Engulfed in hopeless flames,
Its first severing,
With rough, hideous scar
Mocks me,
The woman
Who dared to love again,
Valiantly but futilely,
This second death of love
Consumes my very entity,
Love's a hopeless condition
Not to be engaged
By the rational mind,
I grieve no more,
Maliciously disintegrated in the final fire,
My heart's no longer there.
II .I

'
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11

•.. Friends Indeed

II
11

Ii

II
I

In this process
To make myself
The whole being
I have become,
I owe a debt
(Which I have already more
than paid)
To two men,
My husbands,
Who helped make me
The brilliant, self-reliant,
Diamond I now am.
Extraneous matter chipped and ground away,
The core
Fractured (the sealing of the fractures left to me),
finally, all co-dependence
Honed away,
Their work,
Both expert and bungled,
Is accomplished.
I am now
Priceless.

and,

,I I,
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Mustang
We roar off down the
Highway - me driving
This divorce into oblivion
With the help of 400
Finely-tuned, well-cared for
Horses which I feed only the highest test
Premium gas and keep pumping with
Consistent oil and filter changes.
Mustang's voice purrs powerfully
Like a panther's.
A mystical image floats
Ahead of me The fictional unicorn (only one)
Superimposed on a black panther The long tail being the
Nearly invisible trail of the fumes
Mustang emits, it burns so cleanly.
The car, this image, and I become one.

i
Ii
I

II

My Mustang,
So like the most powerful man
I could find,
Carrying me
Gently yet
Strongly
In his arms,
Enveloping and enfolding
Me with
His protection
From harm:
The elements,
weird people who lie and enjoy hurting others,
dangerous places,
I park Mustang carefully,
Always backing in
To any resting spot
That captures a vehicle so
We can roar away
At a moment's notice,
If any scene
Gets too heavy.

11

11

Gypsy and Mustang.
An honest, caring relationship
Between woman and machine.
One built on trust.
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Twenty-first Century Oracle

II
11
' '

'

i'

II
Ii
,

I

I' '
1

I

I

11

I,

11

No wonder
The cacophony of crows
Has been associated through time
With foreboding.
Their shrill cry
Is just off-key enough
To jar the human ear
With their dissonance,
A warning to
Prepare for the discord
Of life,
The danger
Of the unexpected,
Chaotic devastation
Of nature Order Or the mind.
However, although
Crows can sound foreboding,
Or in a cornfield or garden cause
Scurrilous damage,
One does not take
Them too seriously.
They can be
Held at bay
By scarecrows
(Until an old smart
One finally figures out the score),
Their shrill cry
Becomes merely
Annoying rather than foreboding.
We laugh them off,
Poe knew that, so
He used the raven
Instead.
The somewhat ominous crow,
Wings flapping less
Than gracefully,
Head bobbing
In backward glance,
Reminds us to
Keep our sense of humor.
No matter
our devastation or our victory,
Cognition will arrive.
We can always cope
With the aid of a smile or a laugh at
Our symbols of fear and foreboding.
Any devastation
In time
Shall pass.
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The Poet

II

I

What is it
About poets
That forces us
to bare our souls,
Reveal every nuance
And tear of our hearts
On paper
For anyone of perception
To see and feel?
1

I

I

Are we the conscience
Of the human race,
Attempting to keep
Emotions honest,
Pure, and brave?
What is our
Place is this
Mundane, breath-taking
World?
Who hears us?
Anyone?

I

I

No one?
Do we practice
Catharsis
Only on ourselves,
Or
Are we the necessary link
To the divine spirit of
Humankind?

I

11

Are we here to say
What others want to but can't
Or won't
Because
It would be too revealing,
Or because they haven't learned how,
Or because they just don't care?
Whatever the reason,
We offer
Solace and revelation
Because it is destined
We must.

I

I
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On Turning 49
Not one day
Would I live over,
Return to,
Eliminate,

II

This is the
Best of all times,
Living well is a

I

Delicious challenge, and
I meet it full force,
Intrigued by the

II
II

Twists and turns
I race along or
Cautiously slow down for.

I.
I

This exciting
Life I live

I
I

Encircles me lovingly,
Even the harshest lessons
I

Learned permeated and

I

Healed with love.
I love living
This life of
Surprises, joys, sorrows,

11

And promise,
I contribute,
I will contribute more.
I have THE POWER.

I AM
I
I
I
I
I

am a typical teacher who wants students to learn,
wonder how best to teach them.
long to hear excitement about learning in all their voices.
long to see understanding in all my students' eyes.
want that excitement and understanding to echo in all my
classes.
I am a typical teacher who wants students to learn.

i

i

!

ii

I
I
I
I
I
I

pretend that I will never have to judge my students,
wish I felt no pressure to grade,
would love to touch no more red pens.
worry about their fear of writing.
cry over their silence.
am a typical teacher who want students to learn.

I understand their hesitations.
I say let them write sometimes without risk,
I dream of classes where writing leads to learning and not always
to grading,
I try to create this kind of class
and hope other teachers will, too.
I am a typical teacher who wants students to learn.

I,
~

~.<,u
11
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First and Last

II I,I

Over the years, as I graded student writing, I began to
notice that some of my students'

I I'
'

most egregious errors of

grammar, mechanics, and style occurred in the first and last
sentences of their papers.

And surprisingly, th.ts was true

for both stronger and weaker writers.

From this unscientific,

though compelling, evidence, I began to speculate on causes
for the apparent abundance of errors in initial and :f. .lnal
positions in papers,

Did the initial errors result from the

"terror of the blank page" or some kind of self-conscious
hypercorrection in which the student tried so hard to be

I

"correct" that he actually made more errors?

Could final

Ii
errors result from carelessness, boredom, exhaustion, or even
the euphoria of being almost through with a dreaded piece of
writing?
Despite my confusion over the origin of this pattern of
in.ltial

and

students
11

final

actually

errors,
did

once

seem

I

became

very

convinced

likely

to

that

make

a

disproportionate number of errors in these key positions, I
began to caution them about the impression made by a paper
with errors in these critical spots.

After all, I told them,

people tend to remember most what they see or hear first and
last.
11

II

I

also noted that the critical audience

fox: their

papers, the teacher-grader, would either get a terrible first
impression
impression.

or

complete

the

paper

with

a

terrible

final

Williams
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I

My students generally reacted with the traditional "not
me" response.

Certain that I was talking about some other

unfortunate students in the class, most ignored my lecture.
Stymied, I searched for a way, besides grammar exercises and
lectures on proofreading, to help them revise and edit more
carefully.

Eventually, I realized that I needed to show them

what I was observing.

I

and Last.

11

due,

To do so, I created the game of First

Soon after, when an important out-of-class assignment was
Giving

I came to class with two sets of paper slips.

each student two strips,

I

told the students that we were

going to play a writing game, First and Last, at the next
class meeting.

To prepare, each person should write down,

11

anonymously, on separate sheets, the first and last sentences
of his paper, labeling these with "F" for first and "L" for
last.

As

they

began

writing,

I

told

them

to

copy

the

sentences verbatim, without any editing or revising.

I

While they worked, I not.iced several grimaces and looks
I

of panic, evidence that several had discovered some mlstakes
in their writing.

I then told them that,

al though no one

should make any changes in what was copied on the paper sllps,
11

after the copying was completed, anyone who wanted to edit or
revlse the final or initial sentences in a paper could do so,

11

I

provided

an

asterisk was

modified sentence,

placed

at

the

beginning

of

the

When they finished, I collected the strips

of paper and promised that we would look at each other's first.
and last sentences on the next class day.
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11

II

To prepare for the class activity, I typed up lists of
11

first sentences and last sentences for duplication.

I. II

I also

analyzed the sentences, finding, to my dismay and delight, an

j ;

array of errors of grammar, mechanics, and style.

I

!

comma

I

splices,

subject-verb

agreement

modifiers, shifts in point of view:
11

errors,

Fragments,
dangling

all were present, along

with others,
When class began, I gave each student a copy of all the

11
I •

first and last sentences, then divided the students into teams

I

of

i_

four,

with

the

assignment

of

naming

and

revising

the

sentence errors or marking any acceptable sentences with a
"C.

II

After 30 minutes, we reconvened as a full class and

II

compared the revisions,

Students were very successful in the

activity, with all groups labeling and revising most of the

Ii

sentence problems,
After we completed the group activity,

11

write a quick response to this topic: "What have you learned

Ii

about your writing in this exercise?"

I was pleased that most

responses included statements about proofreading with care.
These remarks are typical:

11
'

I had students

"I was embarrassed that my first

I

'sentence' was really a fragment.
11

I didn't proofread right";

I know better, but I guess

"I learned that I can read right

over errors"; "I think I'll proofread more next time."
11

Playing First and Last has not stopped all the initial
I

I

and final errors in my students' papers, but it has heightened
t.heir

11

II

Ii

awareness

of

these

potential

trouble

spots,

The

activity also helps them be more aware of the benefits of
revising and editing carefully,

11
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Crowd Pleasers

!I

I •

11

With a crack and a command
He glories past danger,
A golden roar and fierce claws
Conquered in his circle.

11
1I

Ii
- 11

11

11

II
11

1 i

II
I. I

I

II.
One delicate step, then another,
Her path a silver wire,
Swaying in breezeless air,
She dances above their adoration.
III.

Doubts hidden behind
The harlequin face,
He takes the torch,
Swallowing fear and fire together.

nl
11
"

'

·l

l

,I

I

11

I AM

JI

I am a warm and sensitive girl.
I wonder about fate, death, and reincarnation,
I often hear the soft stories told by the wind on a tranquil

spring day.
glimpse a view of yesterday as I record today and envision
tomorrow.
I want to shine like the radiant light of the lightning bug.
I am a warm and sensitive girl.

I

I

I

often pretend to be a Pollyanna
feel that this will lift another's day.
try to touch the lives of the children of my world w:i th
love, hope, and happiness.
I shudder when I think of old age in an uncaring world,
I cry when I see the lives of youths-wasted.
I am a warm and sensitive girl.
I
I
I

\

11

-Ii

I
I
11
'

I
I
I

I

II

I

I, ,I
' '

iI
'\

I

I
11
I I
~...

, I

ti
·<
-\·

know that prayer changes things.
pray that the change will be here soon.
dream of a trouble-free world for the children of today and
senior citizens of tomorrow.
try hard to help the change come to pass,
hope that something I do will matter,
am a warm and sensitive girl.
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I.
'

I

I

'

., I
MIMS
11

Chapter One
Maybe it was the drab purple outfit she wore that day or

Ii

maybe it was the dreary overcast that made her skies not so
blue,

But Mims entered the room quietly and took her place.
The

others

entered

None

in dribbles,

of

them went

directly to their seats; they busied themselves taking care of

I. I'
I

last minute things before the session started •

i

When it was time,

II

session began.

they all took their places and the·

The daily opening routine was done as usual.

Today, however, there would be another group leader.
11
;

I

looked forward to a new group leader.

Everyone

The leader always had

some exciting and useful activities to share.
Mims' thoughts wandered here and there,

I
II

J

Hopelessly she

tried to focus on all the things that were happening around
her,

but

problem.

her

thoughts

were

embedded

Today--bleak, cloudy, cold.

wanted the activities to start,

on

her own

personal

She waited.

How she

Then and only then could she

escape --busy--,
Finally, the group leader signaled,
begin.

Let the activities

It was a beautiful idea, a poem writing exercise,

idea was designed for the writer to write positive things,
think.
things.
I

I

I

But Mims was at a loss for good thinking or writing
Her mind was cloudy and her thoughts were gray,

"All right," the group leader said,"fill in the blanks;

I;
an
11

The

example

has

been

done

for

you."

Without

further

Woods
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!I
hesitation, she wrote:
11
' I

I'
'

I
I
I
I
I
I

am angry; I am sad.
wonder why God made him different:
hear his sigh of discontent.
see his life of hopeless despair.
want to help him, but I don't know how
am angry; I am sad.

I

I
I
I

often pretend to accept the fact that he
different.
feel that this is so unfair.
try to think of it as the normal course
things.
worry about his future in a cruel world.
cry when I cannot find the answer.
am angry, or am I sad?

I
I
I
I
I
I

know that prayer is the answer.
believe that I must have faith in prayer.
dream of the day when he'll be changed.
try hard to make him know he's okay.
hope the change will come soon.
am angry and I am sad.

I
I
I

I

Her pencil stopped and tears overwhelmed her.

is
of

Mims left the

room.
Karen, who sat nearest to her, noticed her crying and
immediately

followed,

finding Mims

in the

lounge,

helplessly.

Karen stayed for a while comforting her and then

returned to the session to gather Mims' books.

II

\

I

iI
11

crying

(Mims was

certainly in no condition to return,}
As Karen gathered the books, she read the poem.

Though

the poem gave no clue as to what was troubling Mims, there was
an indication that she desperately needed someone to talk to.
So, Karen canceled her lunch plans, went back to the lounge
and sat there.
Mims was quiet for a while.

I!

No tears and not one word.
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i

I

Just an empty stare.
"I 'm here with you.

''It's all right,'' Karen spoke softly,
If you need a shoulder, I 'm here. "

Mims'

facial expression signaled that she was back.
"Do you believe in miracles?" she murmured, earnestly.

i

"I

have always believed in the Divine Will of God,"

continued before Karen could respond.

she

"I know I shouldn't

II

question God's creations, but some things are just so cruel.

iI

The innocent are needlessly afflicted and yet we're taught He

I '

created all things.

I•

I:

How could He have made such a mistake?

How could He have been so cruel?

If He didn't mean to make

him that way, why then doesn't He just fix it?"

Mims' sadness

had shifted to an outburst of anger.
"I get so angry,"

she cried.

Karen held her, consoling

and comforting her, searching for the right answer to Mim's
endless questions.

I
II.

I

!

l
I
I
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All About Colors

t

On a cool, crisp, morning, Brownlow, the only green apple
on a

f

I
1

J
J
j

red apple tree was feeling a little uneasy.

harvest time, and all the juicy red apples were jabbering with
excitement as they forecast their fate after the picking .
"I'm going to be the juiciest apple in that ANNIE APPLE
BUNCH," chattered Greenleaf.
in Mrs.

apple on the tree.

boasted Tiny,

the largest

All day long how they gibbered on and on

about their fortune and fate.

But, Brownlow, the only green

apple on the tree, just hung around quietly and reserved.
"Tiny and all the others are so lucky, and they're pretty
and colorful too.

Look at me.

sweet.

j

worm," sighed Brownlow.

I

"I bet I' 11 be the reddest apple

Black's fruit basket,"

J
I
J

It was

My fate is doom.

I'm not big, and I don't look

I'll end up being pecked by a blue

jay--knocked to the ground and even worse, drilled by a deadly

Bluehilda, another bright shiny red apple, couldn't help
but notice Brownlow's gloomy face.

She could tell by his sad,

drooping eyes that he was troubled.
happy.

Bluehilda was always

She wanted everybody else to be happy, too.

candidly, she spoke to Brownlow.
aren't you a delicious looking fellow?

"Hi, Brownlow.

Gee,

I bet you'll be great

in Mrs. White's apple dumpling pie."
Whew!!!

What a boost.

Brownlow soon became just another

apple chattering on a red apple tree.

i

I

'

'
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I.
Brownlow felt better now.

II
j \

1

.1 I

Ii
I ;

II
I I,
'

'

II

I
.1

1

I

II
I

I!

II
11
i

I

II
11
. '

He had found a new friend.

What was more, she was a bright, shiny red apple.

Before long

Brownlow and all the apples were the best of friends,

and

their days were filled with chattering and gibbering while
they awaited the picking.
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Transformed

She peered from under the covers

I

i

I

To another dark and dreary day.
An overcast of shadows was there
In a dark consuming gray.

\

I

II

Emerging slowly from a wrinkled spot
To a surface cold, damp, and mean,
She dragged herself wretchedly across
To a room that possessed no gleam.

o,

the misery of another dark gloomy day

o, the agony, the dismal pain,

o,
!

I

how dread a life to suffer

Each horrid day - over and over again.

·#II
I I

And when she summoned for eternal solace
And beckon.ed that faceless, dreaded ghost,
No somber spectre did appear,
Instead a bright, glowing beacon
From an earthly-heavenly host.

II
Lighting, lifting, loving and healing
The wounds that desolation submerged,
Illuminating, elevating, caring, restoring
'Til a rejuvenated soul emerged.
l !

I
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,I I

Apple
Ripe. Red, Round.
Growing. Hanging. Falling.
Day of doom.
Blue Jay.

I I,
I

Ii
I ;
I

I

I

i

i,

I

1

Roget
Fragile. Tiny. Distant.
Cooing. Laughing. Crying.
Joy of life.
Granny's boyt

I I

I

I

I

What's Inside?

I:

I

What's inside?
I cannot tell.
Something fuzzy, something wuzzy.
Something smooth and something rough.
Can't make it out ... What is this stuff?
Something glassy and something cool,
could this be some kind of tool?
Something bushy, something waxed.
Could it be a battle ax?
Something narrow, something wide.
Can you tell me what's inside?

!

!

I

I AM

I

,I

I

I

I pretend I am there when
Grandfather tells of the Civil War.
I feel the heat and longing of
the cannons.
I touch the hem of my grandmother's
sleeve.
I worry about early death.
I cry over lost words.
I am a teacher who loves to write.

I

-1

I

I am a teacher who loves to write.
I wonder if my words
say what I mean
I hear ancestral voices guiding me.
I see ghosts sharing stories of old.
I want to write about my past.
I am a teacher who loves to write.

I

\

I

Ii I,
I ,

I I,

I understand about fate and
religion.
I say angels do exist.
I dream of reunions.
I try to describe those things that
I love.
I hope my readers understand.
I am a teacher who loves to write.
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The American Dream:
A Thematic Approach to Reading and Writing

I

I
Since I

am the only advanced placement teacher at my

small school,

the burden of teaching a one year survey of

American and English literature rests solely on my shoulders.
Challenging as it may be, there simply is not enough time to
teach all the.literature a college bound student needs to
read. After three years of experimentation, I have narrowed
the scope and developed a sequence of American literature
study that correlates the study of history, literature, and
writing and produces culturally literate students who grasp
the "big picture."
Let me explain.

The one thing I remember most about my

own college literature courses was the connections made by the
instructor

to

our

American literature.

culture

and

the

interwoven

themes

of

I had to use higher thinking skills such

as analysis and interpretation to create a new text, my own
writing.

Most high school students are not prepared for this;

neither was I,

We studied not only the literary worth of the

literature, but the relationship of the literature to society
and history.

The "big picture," then, was being schooled in

a piece of literature and understanding how that literature
correlated with the world around us and how we fit into the
I. 'i

I

I

.I I.

scheme

of

things,

This

was

a

very

eye-opening

and

Wright
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enlightening experience for me.
began to understand the whole.

By looking at the parts, I
In other words, by looking at

pieces of American literature and writing about them, I began
to understand what being an American meant.
It

is

I

have

developed facilitates such learning and self-discovery.

This

sequence

II

my

hope

requires

thinking.

that

twelve

the

curriculum

weeks

of

sequence

reading,

writing

and

I begin by assigning a series of thought provoking

journal entries.

For example, I ask them to assimilate their

thoughts on what the American dream might be to them, to their
friends, to their parents, and finally to society as a whole.
We then discuss these beliefs as well as the possible beliefs
I I

of the different segments of our population, such as the black
experience and the immigrant experience, discussing that we
all have different dreams of "success."
The next step is to read the following sequence of novels
and plays:

1) The Great Gatsby, 2) Death of~ Salesman, 3)

The Glass Menagerie, 4) Of Mice and Men or Grapes of Wrath, 5)
I

I

I'

II

The Little Foxes, 6) The Color Purple.

After each reading, we

watch

or

a

film

version

of

the

novel

play

and

then

do

character sketches in our journals of the main characters,
focusing on each character's search for fulfillment of the
American dream.

The final step is to write a 500 word essay

discussing how each novel oc play dealt with the success or
,i

I
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I

failure of the American dream that each author believes to be
everyone's dream,
I believe these choices to be representative of several
segments of society, the rich, the poor migrant workers, the
southern aristocracy, the handicapped, etc,

II

.I
I
\

'

study,
dream.

we create a

To conclude our

collage or representation of our

"own"

To accompany the collage, we also write a personal

essay entitled,

"What I

Want Out of America."

This essay

allows us to come to terms with our own meaning of success.
I believe this intense course of study opens our eyes to
the "big picture."

This sequence transports us from small

town America into lives unlike our own, so when we return to
ourselves, maybe we undarstand our place in the world a little
better, and maybe my advanced placement students will have an
advantage
picture."

I

I

i

' '

I

II .I

I

I
I '

over

those

students

not

exposed

to

the

"big
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An Angel in My Midst

The day I learned of my grandmother's impending death was
the kind of day when the sun warms you like a big electric
blanket.

The kind of day when you believe only good things

happen.

Yet,

on this particular day,

I,

at the age of

thirteen, faced the cold reality of death, a bitter reality
which wrapped itself around me like a slow smothering fog,
dampening my world.
My grandmother, diagnosed with bone cancer, fought a very

debilitating disease.
completely

destroying

The cancer had taken root in her back,
any

supportive

skeletal

system.

Therefore, for the last years of her life, she moved about her
world in a wheelchair.

The doctors agreed that Granny, as we

grandchildren affectionately named her, had only two years to
live, but they also agreed that how long she actually lived
depended upon her spirit and her ability to tight the disease.
We knew, however, that acceptance of her own death played a
!

i

!

I

\

!

I .

II

II

crucial part in her adjustment to reality.

For these seven

years; joy, sadness, determination, courage, and an unwavering
faith in God's justice sustained my grandmother,

Granny, the

cornerstone of our family, met all the family's goodness and
disappointments with appreciation, understanding, and a unique
wisdom,

My grandmother was reared with the belief that

I '

overcoming catastrophic events in your life required a show of

I,
I I
I
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\I

courage and a deep religious faith,

a belief that God only

' I

listens to prayers of need, not prayers of want, and that God
provides these necessities when we can no longer continue
living without them.

For some, acceptance of God's justice

never happens, but my grandmother knew of its truth.

It is my

knowledge of Granny's relationship with God that transformed
her, for me, into a saint, a martyr, an angel.

iI
I

On

'

the

day

she

died,

that

ominous

fog

overcame

me.

Death's finality - harsh, hardening, horrible - rooted itself
in my brain.
most

I feared the future.

influential

individual

My grandmother, the one

in my life,

impact in my life remained.

left me,

but

her

What Granny taught me could not

be learned from books or passed on from professor to student.
She

taught me unconditional

love,

unconditional

patience,

unconditional forgiveness, and the belief that God is our soul
and

should be our sole provider.

protector,

my

forgiver,

While

She was my
journeying

friend,

home

funeral, I finally began to fully comprehend death.
I

j
I

j

I

I\

for

my
the

My sweet

memories of Granny relinquished their hold on my subconscious,
and I felt a warm, familiar, and comfortable presence.
At that moment a victory over death occurred.
answer was
angel.

emerging.

God chose

her,

I

Death's

believe my grandmother is

now an

hand picked her to be His

angel.

Often, when looking into my grandmother's eyes, I knew God was
I
'

I

I
I
I

watching me.

I was looking eye to eye with God, coming face

Wright
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to face with the Almighty.
reaches me.
On

a

It is still through her that God

That same angel of God is in my midst.
very

important

morning

in

my

life,

while

oversleeping, I heard my grandmother's voice calling my name.
I awoke, halfway between wakefulness and sleep, confused as to
whether it was actually her voice or merely a dream.

I then

convinced myself of my grandmother's presence because I wanted

I

I,

her to be near me.
Several months later, my sister related to me a very

j
I

I

similar

incident.

While oversleeping,

my sister heard

knocking at her door - that of my grandmother.
heard Granny calling her name.
story.

I

a

My sister also

immediately told her my

Even in death Granny continues to bind my family, for

my sister and I shared something very special that day.
Angels do exist, but only if we believe in them.

The

price we pay for knowing of their existence is that we must
continue to love and remember them and pass this love on to
others.

It is our love for them and the memory of their

spirit that holds them up, lifts their wings to God's service
and

inevitably transforms

soars,

for my love

our own

lives,

My grandmother

for her never dwindles and her memory

remains an essential part of my family and my life.
Recently,

my mother and

grandmother's grave.

I

took my nephew

to

see my

I overheard my own mother, with tears in

her eyes, explain to my nephew who "Granny" was and how proud

Wright
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she would be of him.
grandmother.

My nephew smiled so sweetly at "his"

He smiled as if he knew Granny and understood.

God's reflection is in my mother's eyes, and I hope that my
nephew too, perhaps my own children, will someday come to know
an angel, their "own" grandmother.

i i

I '
I

I

i

I
I
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Fall Remembrance
Pain loves me now,
The changing leaves of our tree
conceal the red barn and again
I get that old feeling of you grandfather •..
You whose love was wrought
in the simple growth of an apple.
The apples have fallen,
tired and bruised,
rotting away.
Your memory will not leave me.
My grandmother gathers these apples
for the winter cider.
I watch as she cuts away
the diseased parts,
tossing the rest in her brown bucket.
Slowly I rise, taking a knife to help.
Like her, I put pain into use,
while the spider,
hanging from the loft ladder,
joins second into second,
minute into minute.
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curriculum. All of the essays have examples of the activities
treated,
The essays explore activities to be used on
elementary, middle school, secondary and college levels. One
essay treats the use of English as a second language,
This
book should be required reading for every teacher,
Willie Charley
Atwell, Nancy, In the Middle: Writing, Reading, and Learning
with Adolescents. Portsmouth, NH. Boynton/Cook, 1987,
295 p.
IL: 4+,
Nancy Atwell tells about her metamorphosis from a creator
of curriculum to a teacher of writing, She then tells about
her Boothbay Writing Project and how she implemented it, This
book provides solutions to writing workshop questions coming
from teachers who are implementing Atwell's first how-to book
on writing,
The plentiful use of student writing makes the
book very readable, This book provides much that is useful in
the high school classroom, Several appendixes which include
ways to publish, contests, materials lists and book lists are
also very useful and easy to find.
Laura Lockette
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Marshall J, "Ten Roads to Better Article Openings,"
Writers Digest, (March 1991) 28-31.
IL:
7+

When writing an article, an author has "the lead" or
first few paragraphs to entice the reader into finishing the
article. Offered here are ten suggestions for writing better
article openings,
Tonya Mitchell
Dittmer, Allan E.
"Letters: The Personal Touch in Writing,"
English Journal 80 1 (January 1991): 18-24.
IL:
7+.
This article introduces the benefits of personal letter
writing to students, especially those who are beginners or are
reluctant writers.
For many years the "proper business
letter form" has been taught. This now seems futile when the
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rules for inside address, headings, spacings, salutations,
etc. are the touch of a key away on most basic computers. The
language of personal letters is closer to natural speech and
the casualness associated with conversation more than any
other form of writing. It is a simple, direct, and practical
method to use as a springboard for writing.
Cristy Colvin
Emig,

Janet.
The Composing Processes of Twelfth Graders.
Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1971. 151 p.
IL: K-12.

Janet Emig's study is a seminal work in the examination
of the writing process. Before her investigation, studies had
focused almost exclusively on the end product of composition.
Chapter 1 reviews accounts from established writers of how
they compose and then compares those accounts to directions
found in current textbooks on composition.
Chapters 2-5
detail the design of the investigation and the data obtained.
Chapter 6 summarizes the findings of the study and Chapter 7
discusses the implications of those findings.
At a minimum
Chapters 6 and 7 should be required reading for all teachers
of writing.
Grace Hobbs
Fulwiler, Toby, ed. The Journal Book.
Cook, 1987. Any level 4 0 2 ~

Portsmouth, NH:

Boyton

Forty-two articles on journal writing make up this book.
Journals are seen in every possible situation and from every
angle.
The guidelines for establishing journal writing are
clearly set forth and explained early in the book.
The
kindergarten teacher and the college professor should make The
Journal Book a must on their reading lists.
There are no
questions left unanswered between the covers of this
informative book.
Patricia Bates
Glazer, Joan I. "Poem Picture Books and 'l'heir Uses in the
Classroom. " The Reading Teacher.
44
(October 1990):
102-109.
IL:
1-6.
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This article talks about today's quality poetry for
children being readily available and how the poems can appear
in a variety of formats.
Glazer describes picture book
editions of single poems, appropriate use of them, and ways of
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involving children with them.
Discussion of a poem and its
meaning and mood can encourage children to create and
interpret poetry on their own.
Debra Upchurch

Hall,
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Niget.
The Emerqence of Literacy.
Heinemann, 1987. 103 p,
IL: 1-6.

New Hampshire:

According to this research, many children become literate
before the age of six or seven, some before they begin formal
education. Reading consists of optical, perceptual, syntactic
and semantic cycles, each melting into the next with the
reader getting to the meaning using minimal time and energy.
Literacy is a response to the printed language and social
environment. The cultural group in which children grow up is
a significant influence on the emergence of literacy.
Children must have access to people using print in appcopriate
ways which enable the creation and sharing of meaning. 'l'hus,
naturalness is a function of social experience when literacy
is a means to a variety of other ends within the child.
Ann Lett
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Hofkins, Diane.
"Goldilocks and the 3 Rs." 'l'imes Education
Supplement.
13 September 1991: 3-4. IL:
Pre-K-1,
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Birley Nursery School is used as an example of how a good
nursery school used various learning experiences to teach the➔
whole child. The article glves crn:amples of the read.J.ng of tlw
story of the three bears and of visual prompt.s uned to
increase interest which even produced pictures and scrawl
marks of writing by a 3 year old.
Other examples .include a
walk during which signs were read.
Beginni119 Flotmds weni
d.lscussed, which allowed writi.ng .in capitals at home and cash
register play.
I enjoyed this article because I have a two
and a half year old and a five year old, and i.t made me more
aware of what they do.
Lisc1 Jo:mi.gh
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James-Haley, Shirley, ed. !'~E~Ctiveness 2D. Writ.Jug _l_n
Grades 1-8. Urbana, IL: NCTE, 1981.. 128. IL: 1 .. 8.
'!'his is a presentation of authoritative opin.l.ons on
teaching the writing process in grades one thrcm9h <>i 9ht,
Studies
and research provided tllust.rating t<wlm.i..qmrn,
methods, and uses of the writing process approach.
It also
p:covided data to support theories.
'rt1e whole lanquage
approach and the functJcmal wri.t:i.119 pro9rarn were eirpl.l.c:i.U.y
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illustrated; examples were included, Chapters were devoted to
practical procedures for the use of the writing process in
grades one through eight.
There was also a chapter which
extensively covered the evaluation of student writing.
The
summary of the writing process and of content in the book was
given by Donald Graves, University of New Hampshire, Durham,
"A New Look at Research on Writing."
The following issues
were addressed also: why, when, and at what age should
elementary age children write, and how teachers can help
students?
Mildred Woods
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Levin, Amy K. "Goals and Philosophies of High School Writing
Centers." The High School Writing Center: Establishing
and Maintaining One,
Ed.
Pamela B. Farrell.
Urbana,
IL: NCTE, 1989, 23-29,
IL:
7+,
In stating her goals and philosophies, Levin believes
that a make-shift writing center is better than no center at
all. This book easily provides justification for establishing
a writing center. The writing center can be staffed with peer
tutors. This arrangement allows peers to learn and provides
a less intimidating environment.
As far as funding is
concerned, supplies such as chairs, tables, paper, pencil, and
writers are minimal.
The writing center is a place for all
students, not just remedial students, to receive instruction
in writing. Establishing a writing center in a school places
importance on the skills of writing and facilitates writing
across the curriculum programs.
Ellen Wright
MacDonald, John D. "Guidelines and Exercises for Teaching
Creative Writing." Creative Writing in America. Urbana,
IL: NCTE, 1989, 83-87, IL:
9+.
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John MacDonald gives his theory of how English teachers
should approach the teaching of writing to advanced students.
His basic theory is that writers must first be readers to have
the memory base of descriptive details needed for good
expression. He also believes that students must be put under
stress to produce more work than they think they are capable,
because those situations are the ones in which people learn.
Tony Snider
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Murray, Donald M.
"Why Creative Writing
Learning !2:Y Teaching. Portsmouth, NH.
1982. IL: K-12.

I

This book is a discussion of process writing. I selected
an article on creative writing to investigate,
The article
discussed the creative writing teacher as particularly on the
spot, for more and more people are discovering what the writer
knows: that talent is plentiful and that most of us have far
more talent than we realize. Most writing simply communicates
information. It tells a reader merely what he needs to know.
That is a respectable goal, but some writing rises above this
level; it not only communicates information it makes him feel,
it makes him experience, it gets under the skin. That is what
we call creative writing.
The writer simply calls it good
writing, writing that works.
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Isn' t--or Is."
Boynton/Cook,

Cindy Johnson
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--- . "Expecting
the
Portsmouth, NH:

Unexpected."
Learning
!2:Y Sharing.
Boynton/Cook, 1989. 296. IL: 9-college.
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Bad writing should be allowed and encouraged so that
students (and teachers) can discover unexpected meaning, real
thinking, and the writing which is not bland. Five elements
influence
bad
writing:
demand,
climate,
failure,
demonstration, and activities.
By exploring these areas,
writing teachers can put into practice a climate where
students can produce "clear, thoughtful writing" by also
addressing the forces of difficulty, discovery, and demand.

I
Karen Wilksman
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Roth, Audrey J. The Research Paper. Sixth edition. Belmont,
CA: Wadsworth, 1989.
300.
IL: college level.
Writing the library research paper is not difficult and
may even be individualized when the writer follows an orderly
procedure and framework.
Regardless of the length of the
subject, the completed paper is the result of the following
five steps:
(a)
choosing the subject
(b)
collecting
information (c) evaluating material (d) organizing ideas
(e) writing the paper.
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Shaugnessy, Mina P. Errors and Expectation: A Guide for the
Teacher of Basic Writing--:--New York: Oxford, 1977-.-306,
IL: college.
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This is a down-to earth assessment of various, common
writing errors and the possible reasons behind them. It deals
with faulty handwriting and punctuation and progresses to the
more serious errors in structure, such as fragments, comma
splices, and run-ons,
Shaugnessy provides a thoughtful
commentary on the degree of seriousness of the numerous common
errors and the extent to which they might interfere with
clarity.
The book might not appeal to the prescriptive
writing teacher, but I found it a refreshing departure from
most usage manuals.
At the same time, Shaugnessy does not
advocate
ignoring errors
altogether and explains why
successful people must be good writers.
Janet Smart
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Talbot, Bill.
Possible?"
IL: 7+,

"Writing for Learning in School:
Is
Language Arts 67 (January 1990): 47-56,

It

If expressive language is at the core of learning, what
is it about the school context that makes it difficult for
many students to use writing for learning?
This issue was
addressed in a study involving twenty-five eighth grade
students.
Of the twenty-five students, only two wrote in
school, using teacher assigned writing activities, in order to
learn.
The remaining students experienced difficulties
completing expressive writing assignments and often suggested
this type of writing assignment could never be done in school.
Most students' experiences with writing have been to
communicate to the teacher what they have already learned.
When students are accustomed to writing for the teacher and
for a grade, it can be difficult for them to see any other
purpose for writing. Writing improvement should grow out of
students who write to real audiences, for their own purposes,
and about topics which are meaningful to them. The teacher's
role in the classroom should be to provide the freedom for
students to develop their own intentions, while encouraging
them to take risks.
Marilyn McCoy
Zinsser, William.
On Writing Well:
An Informal Guide to
Writing Nonfiction. Third edition. New York: Harper &
Row, 1985. 256, IL:
IO-college.
The author approaches writing from the standpoint of good
English and maintains that clutter is the enemy of all good
writing, He defines clutter as all unnecessary words in any
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type of writing.
He discusses various opinions regarding
usage but maintains a traditional stance.
Rather than
subdividing
writing
into
categories
of
fiction
and
nonfiction/journalism, he reminds the reader that most modern
literature giants once began as journalists.
Another major
principle of good writing is style, which the author says is
inherent in each writer, and he warns against beginning
writers who copy the style of other writers or who write in an
affected style:
"Trying to add style is like adding a
toupee." He emphasizes unity throughout a piece, specifically
unity of tense, mood, and voice. Other sections of the book
deal with uses of particular punctuation marks, interviewing
tactics, developing effective leads and conclusions, and
writing for different purposes such as sports reporting,
technical and business writing, humor, and criticism.
Pam Moore
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•Ms.Patricia Bates
516 West Mann Avenue
Boaz, AL 35957
Hokes Bluff High School

Tricia, beautiful blonde, mother of
three teenagers, was asked, "How do
you stay looking so young?" She
replied laughingly, ''It's all in
knowing the right brand of makeup
to buy." Careful, Leroy! Tricia
holds her own in a debate!

•Ms.Willie Charley
Route 1 Box 83
Coy, AL 36435
Wilcox Central High

From Willie's treatment of the
fellows at Writing Project during
her presentation, we can ascertain
that she certainly expects nothing
less than 100% from her A.P.
students. Willie has a quick wit,
an elegant sense of style, and she
will always be remembered for her
brightly colored hairbows.

• Ms. Cristy Colvin
Route 4 Box 71
Crossville, AL 35962
Alexandria High School

Cristy, a 1992 JSU English
graduate, has begun her Master's
Degree with Summer Writing
Institute. Cristy is tall,
willowy, athletic, and outdoorsy.

•Ms.Lisa Emigh
105 Mountain Star CR
Brownsboro, AL 35471
New Market Elementary
School

With Lisa's zany personality and
creative ideas, she is surely a
favorite with her first graders.
She demonstrated her creativity in
Writing Project with her fishing
pole for catching yarns and her
homemade publishing board.

•Ms.Grace Hobbs
933 Houston Park
Selma, AL 36701
Selma High School

Has anyone seen Grace's fuchsia
shoes? That color became her
trademark, and her wit cheered and
revitalized us when spirits began
to sag. During her fish tale, she
earned the title, "Amazing Grace."

•Ms.Cindy Johnson
6258 Sorter Road
Guntersville, AL 35976
Union Grove Jr. High

Two words described Cindy
perfectly: dedicated and
enthusiastic. She proved to be
vibrant and expressive--and so
organized. Wouldn't you just love
to visit her creative writing
centers?
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• Ms. Ann Lett
201 Jo-cyn Drive
Glencoe, AL 35905
Johns. Jones
Elementary School

Ann was full of surprises. Looking
so poised and classy, she then
proceeded to address us all with
such a lovely "inside" voice that.
we loved being third graders again.

•Ms.Laura Lockette
1407 Old Field Road
Jacksonville, AL 36365
Weaver High School

Laura is an eleventh grade English
teacher with a soft voice, short.
hair, and a passion for American
Literature. She gave us the
wonderful presentation about using
the group Alabama's song, "40 Hour
Week," to present Walt Whitman's
poem, "I Hear America Singing."

•Ms.Marilyn McCoy
305 West Avenue, NW
Jacksonville, AL 36265
Summit Academy

Marilyn is one of the most
outstanding personalities at the
1992 Writing Project. Short red
hair, an energetic air, and
expressive hand motions
characterize Marilyn,
She is
responsible for the only mail most
of us got at Writing Project: post
cards and business letters in our
boxes in room 228,

• Tonya Mitchell
Cottonwood Apts. #4
Jacksonville, AL 36265
Alexandria High School

Tonya, petite with jet black hair
in a ••way-cool'' style, has one
year's experience teaching eight
and ninth grade English.
She
became known as "Private Mitchell"
after her first outstanding journal
entry from a military standpoint.

• Ms. Pamela Moore
5016 Doris Lane
Guntersville, AL 35976
Guntersville High
School

Pam, an articulate high school and
college English instructor,
surprised us all with her X-rated
coffee cup.
For A+ papers, we felt
compelled that Pam proofread.

•Ms.Janet Smart
802 12th Avenue
Jacksonville, AL 36265
Jacksonville State
University

Janet, our native Texan with the
long dark hair and porcelain sk.in,
was an aspiring novelist in our
group. Her concern for individual
differences and her love of
argumentation endeared her to us
all.
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•Mr.Leroy Sterling
1109 Oster Drive
Huntsville, AL 35816
Alabama A&M

Leroy, the man with "the power"
enjoyed debating women's issues.
He had been a businessman, but he
decided the education system needed
him more. He returned to the field
of teaching recently. Dealing
cards at the International House
earned Leroy the title, "Late Night
Card Shark."

•Mr.Tony Snider
531 Antioch Road
Anniston, AL 36201
Pleasant Valley High
School

Tony was our unbelievable
combination English
teacher/baseball and football
coach. His tall, blond ruggedness
combined with practicality made him
a favorite. Who will ever forget
his poetry about baseball?

•Ms.Debra Upchurch
721 E. North Street
Talladega, AL 35160
Golden Springs
Elementary School

Debra began her Master's with
Writing Project, We will never
forget her Gourmet Popcorn Activity
with directions even a second
grader should be able to follow.

•Ms.Karen Wilksman
3401 Pulaski Pike
Huntsville, AL 35910
Huntsville High School

Karen, a high school teacher, a
college instructor and author,
spends most of her time reading,
writing and teaching. Karen
encouraged us all with her positive
comments.

• Ms, Mildred Woods
726 Roosevelt Avenue
Talladega, AL 35160
C.L. Salter Elementary

Mildred, "Lady on the Go," teaches
special education classes by day
and GED classes at the Talladega
Federal Correctional Institution at
night, One would have to wonder
how Mildred keeps such beautiful
nails with such a schedule. She
even bowls on Monday nights.
Mildred, what is your secret?

•Ms.Ellen Wright
P. o. Box 33
Mentone, AL 35984
Valley Head School

Ellen, a high school English
teacher, exudes her classroom
enthusiasm. Her pen has a magic
way of expressing thoughts on
paper, especially about journals.
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